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Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund
Funds to Protect Watersource
Property Reappraisal Funds
Funds to Site New Fire Station
and New Library
Funds for New Computer
Selectmen:
Harold C. Nowill, Chairman
Stephen L. Laskowski
Elizabeth A. Benjamin
In the belief that informed voters
are vital to the town meeting form of
government, the selectmen of the town
of Chesterfield offer this background
information on the budget, warrant
articles and ballot votes that the voters
will be asked to consider at townmeeting
on Tuesday, Mar. 13, 1990.
When the budget is passed as
presented, the amount to be raised by
taxes (the appropriated budget less
estimated revenues) will be $701,238,
up from last year's amount of $684,803,
a difference of only $16,435. The 1990
figure has been generated by using
EXTREMELY Conservative revenue
estimates.
The selectmen are unwalling tomake
optimistic income projections because
of an uncertain economy and the
precarious situation of the NH State
budget. If revenues exceed our
conservative estimates, the actual
amount to be raised by taxes could
decrease to a level at orbelow last year's
level.
The selectmen are pleased that we
have been able to continue the high
level of services expected by the town
while accomplishing municipal
objectives (saving and planning for the
future, building and rebuilding
municipal buildings, bridges and roads
and maintaining our work force at
acceptable salary and benefit levels to
avoid turnover) withcommon senseand
reasonable taxation.
ARTICLE 9
The year has finally come to
construct the new highway garage. The
Budget Committee agrees with the
selectmen that the combination of slow
times in the building industry and low
rates in the bond markets make this the
year to get the most for our money.
The selectmen support the
withdrawal of thccurrcnt capital reserve
amount, the raising and appropriating
of $50,000 in this year's budget and the
two year bonding of the balance to
construct the building. The selectmen
have gone through an informal request
for bids and have determined that
approximately $250,000 will be
necessary to construct the building and
accomplish the accompanying si tcwork.
Bonding the balance to construct
will remove some of the tax burden
from the current residents of the town
and place it proportionately upon the
new residents who would otherwise
have benefitted from the new building
without having paid for it. By spreading
the balance out over two years, the new
residents in the next two years will bear
their fair share of the cost.
Should this fail, the selectmen
recommend placing $50,000 in the
previously established capital reserve
fund for highway garage construction.
Construction of the garage in 1990
and the bonding are supported by the
Capital Improvements Plan (CIP)
adopted by the planning board in 1989.
ARTICLE 10
(the operating budget)
The selectmen have again tried to
present a responsible town budget to
the budget committee for consideration
at town meeting. The town operating
budget is essentially a level funded
budget from the budget presented at
town meeting 1989, adjusted for an
increase in salaries to either bring
employees in certain positions into a
competitive salary range with their
counterparts in towms of comparable
size or to adjust their salaries with a cost
of living increase, and adjusted for
increased costs to the town for goods
and services.
Specific items in the operating
budget worthy of note are:
A purchase for $1,400 for a multiple
line telephone system to serve the
selectmen's office and the Office of
Emergency Management. This is in
response to a need to have easier
telephone access to the town offices and
the OEM requirement for a separate
line foremergency responses. This item
is also a requirement of the Emergency
Management System, and one half of
the cost will be covered by state money
available to EMS.
No other new items will be
purchased for the town offices from the
operating budget.
The sum of $6,500 is included for
property appraisal. Only $1,000 was
included in the 1989 budget because the
reappraisal was scheduled. The normal
line item is for $5,0(X) to cover new
construction, conversions and pick up
appraisal. For our $6,500, the firm that
did our 1989 appraisal will update the
whole tax base in 1990 based on the
recent sales, and will continue to keep
our assessed values at or near the 100%
mark, avoiding the need for future full
(and expensive) reappraisals and the
"tax shock" that accompanies the
reappraisal.
An additional $1,500 is also in this
year's budget to accomplish the changes
in the official tax maps generated by
mistakes found during the reappraisal.
Election expenses show an increase
because three elections must be held
this year increasingballot costs, payroll,
advertising and expenses.
Maintenance of the town hall and
buildings includes refinishing the floors,
repair of the weathervane and general
maintenance of the buildings and
grounds. Some items were scheduled
for repair in 1 989, but the poor condition
of the roof required that we put off the
repairs.
The budget lines for the planning
board and the zoning board are now
separate items for consideration by the
budget committee. Tlie legal expenses
assigned to the planning board are
sharply increasedbecause the town will
be forced to defend at least two actions
in 1990 brought against the town. The
advice of the town attorney is
increasingly important as the planning
and zoning boards review applications.
The police department has
increasedbecause of the requestby Chief
Sargent to add a fourth full-time officer
to be hired after town meeting. Chief
Sargent has proven to the selectmen
that the work load, types of criminal
activity, time spent in investigationsand
court, as well as the amount of
paperwork generated by a statistical
increase in activity has left his three
man department no opportunity to
increase patrol activity or to discourage
criminal activity.
Given the types of crime that are
infiltrating the town and the level of
police presence that must bemaintained
onNH Route 9 to assureminimum safety
for the residents of the town. Chief
Sargent's request is valid and is
supported by the selectmen.
The building inspector item
shows a modest increase supported by
the selectmen. The building inspector
deserves to be properly compensated
for his time and energy, as well as for
the fact that he hasbecome well educated
in his role. He also performs the function
of code enforcement officer, requiring
additional responsibilities, trainingand
interface with the public, the town
attorney and the district court system.
Our building inspector is a strong asset
to the controlled growth of the town.
The forest firebudget shows a sharp
increase, supported by the selectmen.
Warden Guyette presented a request to
the selectmen for approximately $4,000
worth of forest fire fighting equipment
as a one time purchase to replace
damaged and unservicable equipment.
Warden Guyette is applying to the
state for funds that are available to offset
the cost of these purchases. The
remaining $1,500 of the budget reflects
the usual estimate for control of forest
fires.
The town road maintenancebudget
shows a sharp increase. The prime
contributor is thecost ofsand and gravel.
The Gesauldi pit on the River Road has
been sold and the town is not able to
continue to purchase the material at the
extremely favorable price granted to us
by Mr. Gesauldi. As a result, the sand
and gravel line item increases from
$9,000 appropriated in 1989 to an
appropriation of $42,000 in 1990. Cost
of the material to the town has risen
from 75c per yard for all material to a
projected 1990 price of $3.50 per yard
for bank run gravel and $5 per yard
for processed (screened) winter sand.
As the largest department in the town,
the effects of salary increases, merit
increases, FICA and unemployment
taxes, workman's compensation
insurance and the municipal retirement
program all have a major impact on this
budget.
The solid waste disposalbudget
projected for 1990 (the second year of
recycling) was $130,734, before
revenues. The selectmen are pleased to
report that the recycling program is
receiving excellent support from the
public and that the amount being
requested to dispose of our solid waste
for 1 990 will actually be $1 14,859 before
revenues, or $15,875 below our best
estimate last year.
The ambulance service budget
reflects a rate increase passed on to the
town from the city of Keene. The
breakdown is approximately $6,700 to
Rescue Inc. and $16,000 to the city of
Keene.
The selectmen have placed $7,500
in the Interest on Temporary Loans line
to pay for the money the town was
forced to borrow against taxes in 1989
because the reappraisal did not allow
the town time to send out the tax bills
and begin to collect tax income in a
timely manner, the amount borrowed
was repaid in 1 990, making that interest
payment a 1990 expense that must be in
thel990appropriationsforexpcnditure.
The town should no thave to borrow
in 1990 because semi-annual tax billing
and collection should proceed normally
without the reappraisal interruption.
The town's insurance budget is up.
The selectmen are soliciting bids again
to assure the best coverage for the lowest
price. Major reasons for the increase are
an 8% increase in the town's liability
insurance, the addition of a new police
cruiser and the full effect of insuring the
new building at the recycling center. A
$19,000 refund on our workman's
compensation insurance will is reflected
as a revenue against this item.
ARTICLE 11
The reconstruction of the Farr Road
bridge will exceed its budget by
approximately $12,000. This is due to
the state ofNH system of accepting bids
by cost per unit of material. The
contractor used more material than was
anticipated due to problems that were
discovered only after removal of the
deck and excavation of the wing walls
and footings. The state should
reimburse the town two thirds of the
$12,000 under the repair agreement
reached with the state last year, leaving
an approximate $4,0(X) overage to be
paid by the town.
ARTICLE 12
The tarringbudgetin 1990 will cover
the resurfacing of 5.65 miles of roads.
The cost of the sand and the asphalt
necessary to do the job has skyrocketed
in the past year, accounting for the
increase in this line item.
Roads to be resurfaced in 1990 are:
Sheila Ave. (.1 5 mi). Welcome Hill Road
(.6 mi). Cross Road (.4 mi). Upper Fan-
Road (.15 mi), Farr Road [Cress to
Norcross] (.35 mi). Twin Brook Road (.8
mi). Pond Brook Road (2.10 mi).
ARTICLE 13
The selectmen continue to support
the use of capital reserve funds, the
$25,000 amount to be added to the
Highway Equipment Capital Reserve
Fund is recommended by the CIP.
ARTICLE 14
The selectmen support thepurchase
of a new power broom. The old broom
is in very bad repair and parts are
difficult to find. Many man hours have
been wasted in field and garage repair
trying to limp along with the old broom.
The broom is used primarily to clean
roads before resurfacing and to remove
winter sand accumulations in the spring
to keep the dust down. In considering
this article, the selectmen investigated
having the roads swept by a private
contractor, but a new broom was the
cheapestand mostworkable alternative.
ARTICLE 15
The selectmen support the
construction/reconstruction expend-
itures. A carryover amount of $13,600,
representing work that was not
completedbecause of the severe wea ther
in December of 1989 will be added to
the 1990 appropriation and expended.
Projects planned for construction/
reconstruction include the straightening
of the last curve on the west end of the
Gulf Road, the shoring up of Mountain
Road where the river is threatening the
integrity of the roadbed, the trial use of
road construction fabric on the Old
Swanzey Road to control mud, and an
attempt to solve a recurring problem
with the road in front of the Spofford
fire station.
ARTICLE 16
The selectmen support this article
for repair of the loader and backhoe.
Thebackhoeisal985Massey-Furgcson.,
It is probably too light a machine for the
workout the town gives it. However,
the cost of a new heavier machine that
would fit the town's needs would be
between $50,000 and $60,000. In light of
the fact that in 1990 the selectmen intend
to review the operation of the highway
department and prioritize the goals and
capital expenditures of the department
such an expenditure seems premature.
The selectmen feel that it is better
management to spend a much smaller
amount to repair the machine for several
years' more work before we commit
blindly to such a large expense. For
$3,000, the steering can be fixed and the
large piston on the backhoe can be
replaced,adding several years of service.
The bucket loader is a 1985
Caterpillar. Several thousand dollars
were spent two years ago to rebuild the
engine and hydraulics. This year the
selectmen support the expenditure of
$6,000 to repair the arms and to replace
the bucket. The bucket itself is over
$3,000 and is simply too worn from
constant use to repair. These
expenditures, coupled with the fact that
we are no longer using the loader daily
in a gravel pi t operation, should give us
many more years from the loader.
ARTICLE 17
The selectmen support the
replacement of theyork rake with a new
unit. This piece of equipment is
indispensable in the maintenance of the
dirt roads in the town. It is used to
smooth the road surface and fill in any
holes left after grading. It is simply
worn out. Chesterfield has some of the
best kept dirt roads in the area. This is
a vital piece of equipment. The cost will
be offset by the intended sale or trade of
the old rake.
ARTICLE 19
The selectmen support this
expenditure to purchase a new police
cruiser. The new cruiser will replace
either the 1985 or the 1987 cruiser. The
police department is doing its best to
keep the vehicle in good repair and on
the road. The sheer number of miles
that the vehicles travel in constant use
are taking their toll.
The police chief has convinced the
selectmen that going to a more frequent
replacement of the cruisers will have
two advantages:
1) that the town will be getting a
new cruiser just before the historical
point where they start to fall apart and
cost the town money in major repairs,
and
2) that with a used cruiser in better
condition the towoi could hope to trade
the cruiser in or to sell it for significantly
more than a used up cruiser is worth
(historically $500 or less).
ARTICLE 20
The selectmen support the
appropriation of funds to repair the roof
of the town hall. The roof is in extremely
poor repair and the only solution is to
strip the slate, replace the wooden sub-
roof, install a wa tcrproofmembraneand
resurface the roof.
The selectmen support resurfacing
the roof with ama terial that is consistent
with the historical character of the
building. The town hall also needs
interior ceiling repair and floor
refinishing, but these cannot be done
before the leaky roof is repaired.
ARTICLE 21
The selectmen support the addition
of funds to the Fire Truck Capital
Reserve Fund. This fund was
established to purchase a new vehicle
for the West Chesterfield or Chesterfield
department based on need and service.
This appropriation is recommended by
the CIP.
ARTICLE 22
The selectmen support the request
of the Water Protection Study
Committee to expend funds to identify
and protect water sources, waters and
wetlands in the town. The$3,500 request
will be used with a carryover amount of
$1,500 to allow the committee to fulfill a





substantially completed by MMC, Inc.
inDec. of 1 989, will cost several thousand
dollars more than anticipated due to the
fact that the appraisers found a greater
number of parcels than the selectmen
estimated when we asked for their bid.
The actual amount of the overage will
be the charge for these additional
parcels, less penalties assessed by the
selectmen against MMC,lnc. by the
contract for failure to meet certain
requirements.
ARTICLE 24
The selectmen support the inclusion
of $5,000 as a separate article to allow
the planning board to contract with
outside experts as necessary to develop
a plan for the use of municipal lands for
municipal buildings in the town of
Chesterfield. Immediate priorities are
the siting of new fire stations and the
library.
The future needs of the town and
the best use of the land currently owned
by the town are integral parts ofa fiscally
responsible municipal land use plan.
ARTICLE 25
The selectmen support the
appropriation of $13,000 to be used to
replace the aging and inadequate
computer now in use.
The expenditure will provide a
system that will allow multiple users of
the system to work on the computer at
the same time, as well as to increase the
storage capacity and utility of the
computer system.
The system will provide a central
computer with initial work stations for
the tax collector, administrative assistant
and selectmen's secretary. The town's
payroll, accounting and checkwriting
functions will be automated. The town
will be able to add work stations to this
system in the future to avoid regular
replacement of inadequate machines
and to serve future offices and
employees.
The current system is a personal
computer that can be used by only one
person at a time. This system will be
retained by the town and actively used
alongside the new system.
ARTICLE 26
The selectmen support the passage
of ARTICLES 27 through 32.
BALLOT VOTES
RELATING TO THE REQUESTS BY
INDIVIDUAL TO REZONE
PROPERTY FROM RESIDENTIAL TO
COMMERCIAL
As in the past, the selectmen support
the concept that planning for the future
of Chesterfield should be handled by
the Planning Board and not by
individual property owner.
The selectmen urge the voters to
reject all requests for rezoning of
individual tracts by individual
landowners forced to the ballot by
petition other than those approved by
the Planning Board.
The Planning Board is working very
hard to ensure that controlled growth
occurs in a manner that will preserve
the quality of life and the appearance of
the town that the majority desires. Spot
zoning of isolated parcels will destroy
the planning board's efforts and
undermine the Master Plan of the town
of Chesterfield.
By their refusal to support the
petitions as presented by the
landowners, the Planning Board has
determined that the locations requested
for rezoning form residential to
commercial are not acceptable to the
needs of the town nor are they
appropriate locations for the activities
that could be introduced to the parcels
once commercial status was voted.
The selectmen wish to draw the
voter's attention to the fact that the
property of Pasquale and Sylvia Florio,
Tax Map #10A-A-02, appears on the
ballot twice. One question is through
the petitioned request of Mr. and Mrs.
Florio to rezone their property from
residential to commercial (not
recommended by the Planning Board),
and the other is by the Planning Board
in conjunction with neighboring
properhes, requesting the voters to
decide if the property is suitable for
inclusion in the Office/Retail/Services
zone. The property can be in only one
zone. The voters can, if they so desire,
vote on both of the questions. A legal
opinion is being sought to determine
what zone the property would be placed
in if both of the questions pass.
THIS 1989 TOWN REPORT IS DEDICATED TO THE MEMORY OF:
PAUL PENNING - Selectman - Treasurer - Librarian & Trustee,
Fire Chief - Groundskeeper, a Craftsman and
Gentleman
ETHEL MILLS - Postmaster - Assistant Town Clark - Humanitarian
Artisan
CLIFFORD & AGNES CHICKERING
Selectman Health Officer
Varied Town Positions School Board
BEATRICE CHICKERING - Chesterfield West Cemetery Treasurer
Ballot Clerk for Town Meeting


































Clifford E. White, Chm.
Warren Furlone
Myron R, Ingalls, Sr.
Paul G. Boroski
William Mitchell
Merton L. Yeaton, Jr.










































































































Curt Nowill attended assessing school, taking the lOAA course
in appraising as sponsored by the Department of Revenue Administra-
tion and the New Hampshire Association of Assessing Officials.
The 3rd annual employees picnic at Ware's Grove was well
attended and fun had by all. The Selectmen are the cooks for this
event, which includes all those who have given of their time and
efforts to the town for the year.
The Emergency Services Committees I & II worked diligently
on addressing the community's needs as the title indicates. This
will be an on-going project in 1990 with the EMS III Committee.
We would like to thank: Wendy Chamberlin, resigned Parks &
Recreation Director for her job well done in organizing the
recreational programs, staff and beaches;
Tom Duston for his excellent job in
working as Chairman of the Recycling Committee in bringing
"Operation L.A.R.R.Y" to fruition.
"Bunny" Peakes and husband David moved to Gorham, Maine ane
will be missed.
New Employees: Evelyn Nadeau - Selectmen's Secretary
Susan Armstrong- Recycling Facility
Kevin White - Full time/Police Department
WELCOME ABOARD
The Water Protection Study Committee is continuing the Acquifer
Study and Wetland Mapping.
PLACES:
"Operation L.A.R.R.Y." - our mandatory recycling facility.
Completion of the Westmoreland Rd. Bridge.
Construction started on the Farr Rd. Bridge.
THINGS:
A 1989 Chevrolet Impala cruiser was purchased for the Police
Department. The Police Department received a used PC Computer -
confiscated goods - the result of court awarded evidence.
The Recycling Building and the entire operation were opened
officially in July with a dedication ceremony. All residents are
to be congratulated on their response and participation in the
recycling program.
The revaluation has been completed, but lingers on. We thank




You are hereby notified to meet at the CHESTERFIELD
SCHOOL in said Chesterfield, on Tuesday, the 13th day of
March next at ten of the clock in the forenoon ( Polls close
at 8:00 p.m.) to ballot for Town officers and other question.'
required by law to be decided by ballot.
The business meeting will be called to order at 6:.30
o'clock in the evening to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. To vote an Australian Ballot for all necessary
Town officers.
ARTICLE 2. To vote by Ballot on Amendments to the Zoning
Ordinance.
ARTICLE 3. To vote by Ballot to see if we shall adopt the
provisions of RSA 72:28V VI for an optional veterans'
exemption and an expanded qualifying war service for veterans
seeking the exemption for $100.00, rather than $50.00.
ARTICLE 4. To vote by Ballot to see if we shall adopt the
provisions of RSA 72:35 IV for an optional property tax
exemption on residential property for a service-connected
total disability for $1,400.00 rather than $700.00.
ARTICLE 5. To vote by Ballot to see if we shall adopt
the provisions of RSA 72:37 for the exemption for the blind
from property tax. This statute provides that every
inhabitant who is legally blind shall be exempt each year
from the property tax on a residence to the value of $15,000
ARTICLE 6. To see if the Town will vote to allow a 2%
discount on real estate taxes paid in full up to fourteen
(14) days (inclusive) of the postmarked date of the tax bill,
or act in any other- way i-elated thereto.
ARTICLE 7. To see if the Town will authorize the selectmen
to borrow money upon the credit of the Town in anticipation
of taxes, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 8. To hear the report of the Budget Committee and
act in any way related thereto.
7.
ARTICLE 9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $250,000.00 for the construction of a
Highway Garage the funding to be as follows:
Authorization to withdraw $109,000.00 from the Highway
Gaz'a.ge Capital Reserve Fund set aside for that purpose-
$50,000.00 from this years taxes- $91,000.00 from long term
notes for two (2) years, or act in any way related thereto.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee) (This requires a 2/3
vote by ballot) ARTICLE 18 should be voted to be passed
over if this is voted in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,051,885.00 for the following
purposes or act in any way related thereto. ( Recommended by
the Budget Committee )
Selectmen Budget Committee
1. Town Officers Salaries 78,054.00
2. Town Officers Expenses 28,000.00
3. Election and Registration 1,775.00
4. Cemeteries 15,05 0.00
5. Town Hall and Bldgs 15.825.00
6. Planning & Zoning 20,900.00
7. Zoning Board of Adjustment 2,350.00
8. Legal Expenses 12,000.00
9. Police Dept. 118,465. 00
10. Fire Depts. W Chest. 21,825.00
11. Fire Depts. Chest. 17,950.00
12. Civil Defense 3,250.00
13. Building Insp. 8,365.00
14. Forest Fires 5,500.00
15. Town Road Maintenance 328,804.00
16. Street Lighting 14,000.00
17. Solid Waste Disposal 114,859.00
18. Health Department 3,818.00
19. Ambulance Service 23,000.00
20. Animal Control 200. 00
21. General Assistance 23,000.00
22. Library 22,200.00
23. Parks & Recreation 29,595.00 29,995.00
24. Patriotic Purposes 200.00
25. Interest Temporary Loans 7,500.00
26. FICA, Retirement Contributions 35,200.00
27. Unemployment Compensation 1,300.00
28. Health Insurance 28,500.00
29. Insurance 70,000.00
TOTAL $1,051,485.00 $1,051,885.00
ARTICLE 11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $12,000.00 necessary to complete
Farr Road Bridge repairs or act in any way related thereto.
(Recommended by the Budget Committee)
8.
ARTICLE 12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sura of $63,795.00 for tarring Town roads, or
to act in any way related thereto. ( Recommended by the
Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be added to the Highway
Equipment Capital Reserve Fund, or act in any way related
thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7,500.00 to purchase a Power Broom
for the Highway Department, or act in any way related
thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 15. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $13,400.00 for the Construction and
Reconstruction of Roads, or act in any way related thereto.
( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $9,000.00 for repairs to be made to
the Highway Department Loader and Backhoe, or act in any way
related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500.00 to purchase a new York Rake
for the Highway Department authorizing the sale of the old
York Rake, or act in any way related thereto. ( Recommended
by the Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sura of $50,000.00 to add to the previously
established Highway Building Capital Reserve Fund, or act in
any way related thei'eto. ( Recommended by the Budget
Committee ) Intended to be voted on only if ARTICLE 9 is
defeated.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $15,000.00 to purchase a Police
Cruiser authorizing the sale of the 1987, or act in any way
related thereto. ( Recomraended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $45,000.00 to be used for a new Town
Hall roof and repairs to the ceiling, or act in any way
related thereto. ( $45,000 represents a slate roof- $22,000
would be the price for Asphalt shingles or Simulated Wood
shingles. ) ( $45,000 recommended by the Budget Committee )
article; 21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 to be added to the already
established Town of Chesterfield Fire Truck Capital Reserve
Fund, or act in any way related thereto. ( Recommended by
the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,500 to be used by the Water
Protection Study Committee to further their work in
identifying town water resources and developing a Wetland
Plan, or act in any way related thereto. ( Recommended by
the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $25,000.00 to be used by the Water
Study Committee for Hydrogeological testing to be conducted
in the Catsbane Brook area to determine the location of an
acquifer(s), or act in any way related thereto. ( Recommended
by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7,000.00 for the purpose of
completing the property reappraisal, authorizing the
withdrawal of $1,976.00 from the Property Reappraisal
Capital Reserve Fund established for that purpose, or act in
any way related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget
Committee )
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,000.00 to be used by the Planning
Board for a Town Building and Land Study, or act in any way
related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $13,000.00 for a new computer and
related software for the Town Office, or act in act in any
way related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $5,500.00 to aid Home Health Care
and Community Services and Meals on Wheels, or act in any way
related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,807.00 to help support the work of
the Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service or act in any
way related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 29. To see if the Town will vote to have the work of
the Old Home Day Committee, as established in 1985, continue
for the 1990 celebration, and to raise and appi'opriate the
sum of $800.00 for that purpose, or act in any way related
thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
10,
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $350. 00 to support the work of the
Windham Youth Services, or act in any way related thereto.
( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,807.00 to remain members of the
Southwest Regional Planning Commission, or act in any way
related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,500.00 to become part of the
Juvenile Conference Committee system, or act in any way
related thereto. ( Recommended by the Budget Committee )
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to withdraw the
amount of $3,822.99 and acrued interest from the Chesterfield
Reel Truck Capital Reserve Fund depleting that Fund and
transfer the total amount to the Town of Chesterfield Fire
Truck Capital Reserve Fund. This change requires a 2/3 vote.
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to establish a
Memorial Park on the Town Hall Common with funding to be
by private donation.
ARTICLE 35. To see if the Town will vote to accept a road
known as Foley Road at such time as all requirements have
been met and approved by the Selectmen and the Public Works
Director. ( By petition )
ARTICLE 36. To see if the Town will adopt a resolution, as
it has for the past eight years, urging the Presidents of the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics to use any and all peaceful means to request and
encourage those nations to enact an immediate and mutual
freeze on the production , testing and deployment of nuclear
weapons and nuclear weapons delivery systems; and
subsequently for both nations to engage in a mutual reduction
of such weapons and delivery systems; provided that such
freeze and reduction include such safeguards as are necessary
and reasonable to ensure mutual and mutually verifiable
compliance on the parts of both nations. ( By petition )
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to designate and
proclaim April 22, 1990 as Earth Day 1990, and to set aside
that day for public activities promoting preservation of the
global environment and launching the "Decade of the
Environment. " ( By petition )
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
sum of $4,698.07 from the Chesterfield Citizen's Engine and
Hose Co. for repairs done in conjunction with the
recertification of the 1961 Maxim, or act in any way related
thereto.
11.
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to apply to the state, federal, or other
government unit or a private source which becomes available
during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth
in RSA 31:95-b, or to act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the
Selectmen to convey any real estate acquired by the Town
through Tax Collector's deed by Public Auction or advertised
sealed bid, and upon .such terms and conditions as they deem
appropriate, or to act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 41. To see if the Town will vote to accept the amount
of $2,500.00 to establish a trust fund to be known as the
Chesterfield Scholars Fund, or act in any way related
thereto. The interest from this fund is to be awarded
annually in scholarship(s) of at least $500.00 to
Chesterfield residents of average ability who are pursuing
liberal arts baccalaureate degree (s) in any field of study at
an accredited institution of higher education. The Trustees
of Trust Funds shall determine the annual amount avialable
for distribution and the Chesterfield School Board shall
select the recipient (s) according to the minimal criteria
accompanying the original gift. Additions may be made to
this fund from time to time.
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
following Trust Funds with all income from same to be paid to
the Chesterfield West Cemetery Association for perpetual care
and upkeep of the following lots:
Beatrice and Robert Smith $200. 00
Lot 1*68 East - Annex
Theresa and Charles Chase $2 00. 00
Lot {^73 - Annex
Barbara Howe $15 0. 00
Aldrich Lot it71 East - Annex
Sylvia Fairbanks $200.00
Robert Phelps Lots tfl27 and #128- Old Part
Russell C. Johnson $250.00
Russell C & Katherine Johnson Lot #63- Annex
Doris Bruno $150. 00
Clarence Shippee, Jr. Lot #130 West - Annex
Jeanette and Frank Dean $200.00
Lot #101 - Annex
Ellen Pearce $200. 00
Korson-Pearce Lot #13 - Annex
Raymond Harris $150.00
Lot #66 West - Annex
Mrs. Alan H. King $250. 00
Harvey-Goodrich Lot #215 & #216 Main Section
Ann A. David $200. 00
Alzina Amidon Lot #271 & #272 - Main Section
Edith and Richard Slowe, Sr. $150.00
12.
Lot niPjQ West - Annex
Anita A. and Durward R. Kingsbury $200.00
Lot ^ 19 - Annex
ARTICLE 43. To see if the Town will vote to accept the
following to be added to the Chesterfield Cemetery-
Maintenance Trust Fund:
Mary Michaud $100. 00
Friedsarn Lots 223 A
Brian & Helen Connolly $400.00
Friedsarn Lots 25 A & B
Frank & Alraa VanWormer $300. 00
Friedsarn Lots 232 B & 233 A & B
Burton E & Gloria H. Riendeau $200.00
Friedsarn Lots 11 A & B
ARTICLE 44. To transact any other business that may legally
come before this meeting.
Given under our hands this 15th day of February in the year
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TOWN MEETING 1989
Proceedings of the Annual Meeting of the voters of the Town of
Chesterfield, New Hampshire, called at the Chesterfield School in
said Town on Tuesday, March 14, 1989.
At 10 o'clock in the forenoon, the meeting was called to
order by the Moderator, Carl A. Johnson, v^o read the warrant
through Articles One and Two and declared the polls opened for
voting for Town Officers and amendments to the Zoning Ordinances.
The 222nd town meeting was called to order by the Moderator
with Warren Allen and Margaret Johnson as assistant moderator and
assistant clerk, respectively.
Local officials and town representatives were introduced by
the Moderator.
The Moderator called for a moment of silence for those who
passed away during the year, recognizing Shirley Bevis, Clifford
Chickering, Paul Penning and Ethel Mills for their past contribu-
tions to the town.
Invocation was given by Rev. James Sawtelle, pastor of the
Asbury United Methodist Church.
Ihe rules under which the meeting would be run were explained
by the Moderator. All amendments in writing, with one amendment
at a time, all speakers shall identify themselves and remarks
should be addressed to the Chair. Also, any request for a re-
consideration of an article would be considered after the Chair
had determined that not more than one- third of the group had left
the meeting.
A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made by
Stephen Laskowski and seconded by Russell Johnson to dispense with
the reading of the warrant and the Moderator would read each
article as it is considered.
ARTICLE 4 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Merton Yeaton and seconded by Russell Johnson to allow a 2%
discount on real estate taxes paid in full up to fourteen (14)
days (inclusive) of the postmarked date of the tax bill, or act
in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 5 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Elizabeth Benjamin and seconded by Robert Gowdy to authorize
the Selectmen to borrow money upon the credit of the Town in
anticipation of taxes, or act in any way relating thereto.
ARTICLE 6 Ihe report of the Budget Committee was given by the
chairman, James Milani.
ARTICLE 7 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by James Milani and seconded by Susan Newcomer to raise and
appropriate the sum of $944,127.00 for the following purposes:
17.
1.
ARTIQ£ 12 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Harold Nowill and seconded by Susan Newcomer to raise and
appropriate the sum of 18,500.00 for the Construction and Re-
construction of Roads, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 13 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by James O'Neil, Jr. and seconded by James Milani to raise and
appropriate the sum of $7,200.00 for repairs to be made to the
Highway Dept. Grader, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 14 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Harold Nowill and seconded by James O'Neil, Jr. to raise and
appropriate the sum of $50,000.00 to add to the previously
established Highway Building Capital Reserve Fund, or act in any
way related thereto.
ARTICLE 15 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Elizabeth Benjamin and seconded by Russell Johnson to raise
and appropriate the sum of $18,495.00 to purchase a Police Cruiser,
$8,800.00 to be withdrawn from the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve
Fund established for that purpose.
ARTICLE 16 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by William Vogeley and seconded by Richard Paul to raise and
appropriate the sum of $12,405.00 to be added to the Parks &
Recreation Building Capital Reserve Fund, or act in any way related
thereto. (Said sum represents a portion of the income over expenses
generated by Parks & Recreation in 1988.)
ARTICLE 17 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Anthony Souza and seconded by Louis Perham to amend the article
to raise and appropriate the sum of $20,000.00 to establish a Town
of Chesterfield Fire Truck Capital Reserve Fund, or act in any
way related thereto.
ARTICLE 18 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Jeffrey Newcomer and seconded by James O'Neil, Jr. to raise and
appropriate the sum of $3,000.00 to be used by the Water Protec-
tion Study Committee to further their work in identifying town
water resources, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 19 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Gary Winn and seconded by Joan O'Neil to raise and appropriate
the sum of $83,000.00 for the purpose of conducting a property
reappraisal, authorizing the withdrawal of $31,000.00 from the
Property Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund, established for that
purpose, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 20 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Judith Palmer and seconded by Russell Johnson to pass over this
article to add to the Property Reappraisal Capital Reserve Fund.
ARTICLE 21 A vote by show of hands was in the affirmative on a
motion made by James Milani and seconded by Caroline Wiggin to
establish a Town of Chesterfield New Library Construction Capital
19.
Reserve Fund, and to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000.00
for that purpose, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 22 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Lorraine Gates and seconded by Susan Newcomer to raise and
appropriate the sum of $6,500.00 to aid Home Health Care and
Community Services and Meals-On-Wheels, or act in any way related
thereto.
ARTICLE 23 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Susan Newcomer and seconded by Joan O'Neil to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $2,432.00 to help support the work of the
Monadnock Family and Mental Health Service, or act in any way
related thereto.
ARTICLE 24 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Merton Yeaton and seconded by Lester Chickering to have the
work of the Old Home Day Committee, as established in 1985, con-
tinue for the 1989 celebration, and to raise and appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 for that purpose, or act in any way related
thereto.
ARTICLE 25 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Gary Winn and seconded by Russell Johnson to raise and
appropriate the sum of $280.00 to support the work of the Windham
Youth Services, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 26 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Ann Stokes and seconded by James O'Neil, Jr. to raise and
appropriate the sum of $2,698.00 to rejoin the Southwest Regional
Planning Commission, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 27 A vote by show of hands was in the affirmative with
one dissenting vote on a motion made by James Milani and seconded
by James O'Neil, Jr. to amend the article to change the name of
the Library Addition Building Fund and monies deposited including
interest to date to a new fund to be known as the Library Design
& Development Fund with the Library Trustees to act as agents to
carry out its objectives according to RSA 35:15. One of those
objectives shall specifically be to investigate and examine the
need for and scope of library services to be provided to the
Town of Chesterfield as a preliminary step in designing any new
library facility.
ARTICLE 28 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Patricia Carbonaro and seconded by James O'Neil, Jr. to pass
over this article to permit the Trustees of the Chesterfield
Library to construct a new library building on the Spaulding
property.
ARTICLE 29 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by James O'Neil, Jr. and seconded by Thomas Woodman to accept a
road known as "Deans Landing" at such time as all requirements
have been met and approved by the Selectmen, or act in any way
related thereto.
20.
ARTICLE 30 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Merton Yeaton and seconded by Russell Johnson to accept a
road known as "Stow Drive" at such time as all requirements have
been met and approved by the Selectmen and the Public Works
Director, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 31 A voice vote was unanimous on a motion made by Ann
Stokes and seconded by Terry Wiggin to adopt a resolution, as
it has for the past seven years, urging the Presidents of the
United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics to use any and all peaceful means to request and en-
courage those nations to enact an immediate and mutual freeze on
the production, testing and deployment of nuclear weapons and
nuclear weapons delivery systems; and subsequently for both
nations to engage in a mutual reduction of such weapons and
delivery systems; provided that such freeze and reduction include
such safeguards as are necessary and reasonable to ensure mutual
and mutually verifiable compliance on the parts of both nations.
ARTICLE 32 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Richard Paul and seconded by Louis Perham to authorize the
Board of Selectmen to adopt an ordinance establishing a compul-
sory recycling program at the Transfer Station and set any fees
that may be needed to produce income to help offset operating
costs for the project.
ARTICLE 33 A voice vote was in the negative and the article
defeated on a motion made by Robert Gowdy and seconded by Richard
Gerdus to direct the Selectmen to authorize the sale and display
of Class "C" fireworks in compliance with State law.
ARTICLE 34 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Stephen Laskowski and seconded by Terry Wiggin to waive the
reading of this article.
A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Elizabeth Benjamin and seconded by Terry Wiggin to adopt the
following recodified Ordinances to promote a safe and orderly
way of life for our inhabitants.
Section I ORDINANCES RELATING TO ALCOHOLOC BEVERAGES:
A. Open Container Possession
1. OPEN CONTAINER: No person shall have in his/
her possession, any glass, can or open container, containing any
alcoholic beverage while on any way as defined by RSA 259:125.
2. OPEN CONTAINER IN MOTOR VEHICLE: No person
shall have in hisAier possession an open container, can or glass,
containing an alcoholic beverage within or on a motor vehicle,
to include motorcycles, while parked or standing on any way as
defined by RSA 259:125.
3. PENALTIES: Any person vlho violates any
provision of Chesterfield Town Ordinance Section lA: 1 or 2,
shall be guilty of a violation and shall be fined not more than
21
one hundred ($100.00) dollars and further shall be subject to the
immediate confiscation of all pertinent contraband.
Section 1
B. CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES
1. SCHOOL PROPERTY: No person or groups of persons
shall consume, sell, or offer for consumption, any alcoholic bev-
erage while on property owned, leased or rented by the Chesterfield
School District or by the Town of Chesterfield for use by the
Chesterfield School District.
2. TOWN PROPERTY: No person shall, either singularly
or as part of a group consume, sell, or offer for consumption, any
alcoholic beverage while on property owned, leased or rented by
the Town of Chesterfield.
3. EXCEPTIONS: A permit to consume alcoholic
beverages on property owned by the Town of Chesterfield or the
Chesterfield School District by any publicly recognized organiza-
tion or group or any family group to exempt them from the provisions
of this Ordinance. This permit shall be for a length of time not
to exceed twelve continuous hours. No permit shall be granted for
consumption of alcoholic beverages inside the Chesterfield School
Building.
A. PENALTIES: Any person or group that violates
the provisions of Chesterfield Town Ordinance Section I-B: 1 or 2
shall be guilty of a violation and shall be fined not more than
one hundred ($100.00) dollars, and further shall be subject to
the immediate confiscation of any and all pertinent contraband
or evidence.
5. DEFINITIONS: For the purposes of this Ordinance
the following words, terms and phrases shall have the meaning
given herein. The word shall is to be construed as mandatory and
not merely directory.
a. School Property
To include the Chesterfield School Building and area surrounding
same. This shall include the area in front of the school bordered
by Route 63 and the Old Chesterfield Road and the ballfield area
located to the east of the school building.
b. Town Property
To include any and all buildings owned by the Town of Chesterfield
whether posted or not. This shall include but is not limited to.
Town Hall, Town Library, Town Offices, Town Garage, Police Station,
Wares Grove Beach, North Shore Beach, Spaulding Property, Town
Office property and the Town Transfer Station area.
Section II
A. YEAR ROUND LEASH ORDINANCE
1. LEASH LAW: All dogs within the Town of Chester-
field must be kept on a leash or under it's owner's direct and
22.
immediate control at all times. Ihis shall include dogs at large
as well as noisy or nuisance dogs.
2. PENALTIES: The owner of any dog found in
violation of Chesterfield Town Ordinance Section II-A:1 shall
be subject to any or all of the following:
a. Immediate pickup and impoundment of the animal
at the Cheshire County Humane Shelter. The owner shall be
responsible for the $25.00 pickup fee as well as any boarding
fees imposed by the Humane Shelter before the animal is released.
b. Subsequent offenses may result in court action
against the owner of the animal in which case the owner would be
subject to a fine not to exceed $100.00.
c. Any animal seen running deer or threatening
livestock or other pets may be killed if no other means of
apprehension can be determined. The owner of any such animal
may be subject to Court action if deemed necessary by any Police
Officer or Fish & Game Officer.
3. DEFINITIONS: For the purpose of this Ordinance,
the following words, terms and phrases shall have the meaning
given within. The word shall is to be construed as mandatory and
not merely directory.
a. 'Control' Shall mean that the owner or master
of any dog within the Town will be able to bring said dog to his
side or in hand immediately upon verbal or hand signal. To
include but not limited to a dog's running, jumping or barking.
b. 'Dog at Large' Is any dog found to be outside
of it's owner's direct or immediate control.
c. 'Nuisance' Shall mean any or all of the
following actions, running, jumping, barking excessively, knocking
over garbage cans, damaging or destroying the property of another.
Section III
A. ORDINANCES RELATING TO THE USE OF SKATEBOARDS,
ROLLER SKATES, SCOOTERS
1. SKATEBOARDS, ROLLER SKATES, SCOOTERS: The use
of skateboards, roller skates or scooters on any way as defined
in RSA 259:125.
2. PENALTIES: Any person found to be in violation
of Chesterfield Town Ordinance Section III-A:1 shall be guilty of
a violation and may face Court action. Any person found to be in
violation two or more times shall be subject to impoundment of
the skateboard, roller skates or scooter. If the person found to
be in violation is a minor, he/she will be transported to the
Police Station where his/her parent or legal guardian will be
called to pick up the juvenile. If Court action is taken the
person shall be fined not more than $50.00.
23.
3. DEFINITIONS: For the purpose of this Ordinance,
the following words, terms or phrases shall have the meaning given
herein. The word shall is to be construed as mandatory and not
merely directory.
a. 'Skateboard' Any device used solely for the
recreational transportation of a single rider containing a flat
surface to stand on and mounted on small diameter wheels.
b. 'Scooter' Any device used solely for the
recreational transportation of one or more riders, consisting
of a flat surface with handlebars and mounted on small diameter
v^eels.
Section III
B. ORDINANCE RELATING TO PARKING IN THE TOWN OF
CHESTERFIELD
1. PARKING REQUIREMENTS: When parking a vehicle
on the side of any way in the villages of Chesterfield, Spofford
or West Chesterfield, the operator must park his or her vehicle
completely off the travel portion of the road. In the event that
the way in question is paved, this shall mean the entire paved
area of the way.
2. OBEDIENCE TO SIGNS: The operator of any vehicle
wishing to park on the side of any way in the Town of Chesterfield
must check the area for any posted signs restricting parking. If
such a sign is posted the operator will not park his or her vehicle
in that area.
3. EXCEPTIONS: Exceptions to the parking require-
ments listed in Section 1 and 2 are in the event of an emergency
or breakdwon. If an operator leaves a vehicle in a breakdown area,
the vehicle must be removed as soon as possible.
4. PENALTIES: Any vehicle found to be in violation
of Chesterfield Town Ordinance Section III-B: 1 or 2 shall be
subject to a parking fine in the amount of ten dollars ($10.00).
Any vehicle found to be an obstruction or hazard to traffic will
receive the parking fine listed above and at the discretion of the
Law Enforcement Officer, may be removed at the owner's expense.
Failure to honor a parking violation ticket may subject the person
to Court action.
ARTICLE 35 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Eric Sargent and seconded by Richard Benjamin to accept two
Motorola portable radios donated to the Police Department by Carl
Ihomas Construction Company, and four (4) squad suits donated by
Spofford Hall, or act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 36 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Harold Nowill and seconded by Devin Starlanyl to amend the
Planning Board's site plan review authorization voted at the
March 4th, 1975, town meeting to include review of "Change or
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Expansion of use" of tracts for non-residential uses or for multi-
family dwelling units, as authorized by the amendment to RSA 674:43
which became effective July 17, 1987, or act in any way related
thereto.
ARTICLE 37 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Stephen Laskowski and seconded by Roger Monsell to continue the
Recycling Committee, appointed by the Board of Selectmen to work
with the Regional Solid Waste Management District toward further
implementation of local recycling programs for additional materials,
or to act in any way related thereto.
ARTICLE 38 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Lester Chickering and seconded by Merton Yeaton to authorize
the Board of Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from
the state, federal or other government unit or private source
which becomes available during the year in accordance with the
procedures set forth in RSA 31:95-b, or to act in any way related
thereto.
ARTICLE 39 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Harold Nowill and seconded by Stephen Laskowski to pass over
this article to convey any real estate acquired by the town by tax
collector's deed, public auction or sealed bid.
ARTICLE 40 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Lester Chickering and seconded by Merton Yeaton to accept the
amount of $2,100.00 from an anonymous donor to establish a trust
fund to be known as the Chesterfield Vocational Scholarship Fund
or act in any way related thereto. The interest of this fund to
be awarded to a Chesterfield resident under the age of 25, who
intends to further his or her education in the vocational field.
The amount of the reward to be determined by the Trustees of Trust
Funds, the student recipient to be selected by the Chesterfield
School Board. Additions may be made to this fund from time to time.
ARTICLE 41 A voice vote was in the affirmative on an amendment
made by Joan Dittrich and seconded by Stephen Laskowski to accept
the following with the income from same to be paid to the Chester-
field West Cemetery Association for perpetual care and upkeep of
the following lots and to add Sandra B. & Lyle M. Hoag Trust Fund.
Charles M. Hoag $200.00 Lot #92 Annex
Sandra B. & Lyle M.
Hoag Trust Fund
Richard W. & Shirley Hurd $150.00 Lot #137W Annex
Richard W. & Shirley
Hurd Trust Fund
Marguerite W. & Lawrence W. Hill Lot # 137E Annex




ARTICLE 42 A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Cornelia Jenness and seconded by Joan O'Neil to waive the
reading of this article.
A voice vote was in the affirmative on an amendment
made by Cornelia Jenness and seconded by Jane Allen to accept
the following to be added to the Chesterfield Cemetery Mainten-
ance Trust Fund:
Arthur W. & Paula Anne Dyer $200.00
Stephen & Edith Hombeck $100.00
Estate of Leonard E. Scott $500.00
c/o Joanna Nilsson




and to amend the following to read, to accept the sum of $200.00
from Richard C. & Robert S. Wood to be added to the Clifford W.
Tuttle Trust Fund in the 1888 Section of the Spofford Cemetery.
The income from this addition is to furnish Memorial Day flowers
on the Richard and Louise Wood graves - Lot #23.
The meeting was adjourned at 9:55 PM to the call of the
Moderator.
The Moderator declared the polls closed and ballots cast
under Articles One and Two were counted.
Number of Names on Checklist
Number of Ballots Cast
ARTICLE 1
For Selectman for three years:
Elizabeth A. Benjamin
Leonard A. Laskowski
For Tax Collector for one year:
Margaret Johnson
For Town Treasurer for one year:
Prudence S. Mitchell
For Auditor for two years:
Clifford White (Write-in)
For Supervisor of the Checklist
for five years:
Myron R. Ingalls, Sr.
For Fireward for three years (Center):
William P. Vogeley
For Budget Committee for three years:
Michael A. Kray





























The vote was in the affirmative on the question, "Shall the
Provisions of Chapter 171-A of the Revised Laws relative to playing
games of Beano be adopted in this town?".
Yes 228 No 119
The vote was in the affirmative on the question, "Shall we
adopt the provisions of RSA 72:43-f for the adjusted elderly
exemptions from property tax: These statutes provide for the
following exemptions, based on assessed value, for qualified
taxpayers: for a person 65 years of age up to 75 years, $10,000;
for persons 75 years of age up to 80 years, $15,000; for a person
80 years of age or older, $20,000. To qualify, the person must
have been a New Hampshire resident for at least five (5) years;
own real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate
is owned by his spouse, they must have been married for at least
five (5) years. In addition, the taxpayer must have a net income
of less than $10,000, or if married, a combined net income of less
than $12,000, and own net assets of $30,000 or less, excluding the
value of the person's residence?".
Yes 334 No 32
ARTICLE 2 The results of the vote by ballot on the adoption
of the amendments to the Zoning Ordinances are as follows:
The following amendments to the Zoning Ordinances were by
petition and not approved by the Planning Board.
1. Ihe vote was in the negative and was not adopted to change
the zoning on the following parcels of land located on Route 9
from Residential to Commercial/Industrial (C/I) District owned by:
Francis & Shirley Wisell, being Tax Map #14B, Block A, Parcel 1,
being approximately 1. acre
Grace & Carolyn Wisell, being Tax Map #14B, Block A, Parcel 2,
being approximately .75 acre.
Grand River Corporation, being Tax Map #14, Block A, Parcel 11,
being approximately 11.83 acres.
Yes 141 No 276
2. The vote was in the negative and was not adopted to rezone to
Commercial/Light Industrial and eight (8) acre tract of land owned
by Hendrickson Partners bounded and described as follows:
27,
On the north by N.H. Route 9; On the east by land of Mary
Sullivan; On the west and south by other land of Hendrickson
Partners.
Yes 203 No 215
The vote was in the affirmative to adopt the following
amendment to the Zoning Ordinances recommended by the Planning
Board.
200 TO ADD: "Office, Retail and Services District (O/R/S)"
208
208.1 Purpose:
The purpose of the O/R/S District is to regulate the
future use of land in Chesterfield in a manner com-
patible with the Chesterfield Master Plan's goals for
commercial development. Office, retail and service
uses are allowed at specific locations along NH Rte. 9.
208.2 Permitted Uses:




C. Personal Business Services
D. Public Utility Buildings
E. Public or Private Day Care Centers
F. Banks and Lending Institutions
G. Clinics, Nursing Homes, and Funeral Homes
H. Private Clubs and Meeting Halls
I. Accessory uses customarily incidental to the
above uses.
No individual business or establishment may occupy
more than 20,000 sq. ft. of gross floor area.
208.3 Uses Permitted by Special Exception:
In the O/R/S District, the following uses only are
permitted as Special Exceptions by the Zoning Board of
Adjustment pursuant to 601.3:
A. Restaurants, provided that there be no
drive-up service of food.
B. Distribution, assembly, or repair of goods,
provided that no use of combustible fuels,
generation of noise or fumes be part of the
operation of such business.
C. Dwelling Units in buildings containing uses
permitted by 208.2 provided that dwelling
units occupy no more than fifty (50) percent
of the floor area of a building and that the
gross residential density of the site does not
exceed one (1) dwelling unit per two (2) acres,
28.
208.4 Area, Frontage and ODverage Requirements:
A. Lot Size: Minimum of two (2) acres, maximum of
five (5) acres.
B. Lot Frontage: Minimum of 200 ft.
C. Coverage: Building coverage shall not exceed
twenty (20) percent of the area of the lot.
Total impermeable coverage (including building
coverage) shall not exceed fifty (50) percent
of the area of the lot.
208.5 Setback and Yard Requirements:
No structure including parking lots, but excluding
fences and walls, shall occupy any yard areas
established by the setbacks listed below. Driveways
may cross the front yard area.
A. Front Setback: 75ft. for building and/or
parking areas.
B. Side Setbacks: 30ft., unless abutting a
residential zone, then it is 50ft.
C. Rear Setback: 30ft., unless abutting a residen-
tial zone, then it is 50ft.
208.6 Additional Requirements and Restrictions:
A. No outside storage of goods or materials will
be permitted.
B. No parking area shall contain more than 20 spaces
in a row without separation by a 10ft. landscape
barrier.
C. No building shall contain more than 20,000 sq. ft.
D. No continuous building front, side, or rear wall
shall exceed 50ft. of length without a minimum jo^
or offset of 5ft.







Proceedings of the Special Town Meeting of the Voters of the
Town of Chesterfield, New Hampshire, called at the Chesterfield
School in said Town on Thursday, September 7, 1989 at 7:00 PM,
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Carl A.
Johnson, and the warrant was read by him.
The Articles of the Warrant were then disposed of as follows:
ARTICLE I Motion made by Harold NowiU and supported by Devin
Starlanyl to see if the Town will vote to refuse to own the waste-
water treatment facility and refuse to hold or co-hold any discharge
permit needed for the wastewater treatment facility which is to be
constructed at Spofford Hall for the private use of Spofford Hall
with the entire cost to be borne by Spofford Hall, or take any
other action thereof.
After considerable discussion with many concerns about odor
from the treatment facility, it was voted by show of hands to
accept the article as read.
Yes 10 No _4_
ARTICLE III A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made
by Harold Nowill and seconded by Stephen Laskowski to discontinue
the Class VI road established as an access from Route 9 to the
former Mary Sullivan property now owned by Hendrickson Partners,
Inc. off Stow Drive, or take any other action thereof.







Proceedings of the Special Town Meeting of the Voters of the
Town of Chesterfield, New Hampshire, called at the Chesterfield
School in said Town on Tuesday, October 17, 1989, at 7:30 PM.
The meeting was called to order by the Moderator, Carl A.
Johnson, and the warrant was read by him.
The Warrant was then disposed of as follows:
1. A motion was made by Harold Nowill and seconded by Beverly
Wolf to see if the Town will vote, pursuant to RSA 31:5-b, to
cure and legalize any and all procedural defects in connection
with the following Article voted upon by the Town at a Special
Town Meeting on September 7, 1989, and to render valid the
actions of the voters with respect to said Article as if all
statutorily required proceedings had been complied with:
ARTICLE 1 "To see if the Town will vote to refuse to own
the wastewater treatment facility and refuse to hold or co-
hold any discharge permit needed for the wastewater treatment
facility which is to be constructed at Spofford Hall for the
private use of Spofford Hall with the entire cost to be borne
by Spofford Hall, or take any action thereof."
A motion was made by James Milani and seconded by Robert
Yacubian to amend the original Article One by adding: if and only
if and not until such time as both owners of the properties on
which Spofford Hall now stands and the operators of the Spofford
Hall facility execute a legally enforceable document, binding on
themselves, their heirs, successors and assigns, making the Town
of Chesterfield Board of Selectmen the sole determinors of the
existence of an offensive odor and/or a failure of the facility's
sewage treatment system; said agreement to enpower and enable
said Board of Selectmen, a representative of said owners and a
representative of said operators to either limit the patient load
and/or close the facility, as they deem appropriate.
Action on this amendment was denied by the Moderator, who declared
the motion out of order.
After considerable discussion, a vote was taken by a show of hands,
The vote was in the affirmative to accept Article One as read.
Yes 9 No 8
31.
1. A voice vote was in the affirmative on a motion made by Harold
Nowill and seconded by Beverly Wolf to see if the Town will vote,
pursuant to RSA 31:5-b, to cure and legalize any and all procedural
defects in connection with the following Article voted upon by
the Town at a Special Town Meeting on September 7, 1989, and to
render valid the actions of the voters with respect to said Article
as if all statutorily required proceedings has been complied with:
"ARTICLE 2 To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the
Class VI Road established as an access from Route 9 to the
former Mary Sullivan property now owned by Hendrickson Partners,
Inc. of Stow Drive, to take any other action thereof."





STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is correct to the best
of our knowledge and belief.






















































Hospitals and Ambulances 15,210.00
Animal Control 200.00
Home Health Care & Meals-On-Wheels 6,500.00
Monadnock Family & Mental Health Services 2,432.00





Parks and Recreation 27,665.00
Patriotic Purposes 200.00
Old Home Day 1,000.00
DEBT SERVICE
Interest Expense - Other Temporary Loans 5,000.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
Police Cruiser 18,495.00
Water Protection Study Committee 3,000.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT
Payments to Capital Reserve Funds:
Highway Equipment 5,000.00
Highway Building 50,000.00
Parks & Recreation Building 12,405.00
Chesterfield Fire Truck 20,000.00
New Library Construction 5,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS







Resident Taxes $ 18,640
Yield Taxes 8,200
Interest & Penalties on Taxes 16,000
Land Use Change Tax 6,000
Boat Fees 15,100
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
Shared Revenue - Block Grant 27,802
Highway Block Grant 71,300
Reim. a/c State-Federal Forest Land 2,445
Other Reimbursements - Bridges 138,000
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 270,000
Dog Licenses 2,100
Business Licenses, Permits & Filing Fees 700
Fines & forfeits 1 ,300
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income from Departments 72,600
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 45,000
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 39,800
Fund Balance 146 ,896
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $881,983
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SUMMARY OF INVENTORY VALUATION
Value of Land Only:
Current Use 11,583.39 Acres $ 6,602,700.00
Other Land 26,117.92 Acres 143,861,800.00
Total of Taxable Land 37,701.31 Acres $150,464,500.00
Value of Buildings Only:
Buildings $117,571,600.00
Manufactured Housing 1,239,100.00
Total of Taxable Buildings $118,810,750.00
Public Utilities 1,929,500.00
Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $271,204,750.00
Elderly Exemptions (28) 445,000.00
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED: $270,759,800.00
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Land 10,308,200.00
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable Buildings 4,376,100.00
Revenues Received from Payment in Lieu of Taxes 750.00
Spofford Fire Precinct:
Value of Land Only:
Current Use $ 2,284,000.00
Other Land 95,085,800.00
Total of Taxable Land $ 97,369,800.00
Value of Buildings Only:
Buildings $ 60,123,800.00
Manufactured Housing 455,600.00
Total of Taxable Buildings $ 60,578,400.00
Valuation Before Exemptions Allowed $157,949,200.00
Elderly Exemption 185,000.00
NEW VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $157,764,200.00






Current Use Exemption for 1989:
Total Number of Individual Property Owners who were granted
Current Use Exemptions is 1989: 3
Total Number of Acres Exempted in 1989: 11,583.39
Total Number of Acres Taken out of
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FOR THE CALENDAR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1989
This is to certify that the information contained in this
report was taken from official records and is complete to the best






















Library Bldg. Addition Fund
New Library Constructuion Fund






Fund Balance - December 31, 1988
Fund Balance - December 31, 1989



























ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN:
Accounts Payable











Performance Guarantee (bond) deposits $ 2,000.00
Due to State: Dog Fees 179.00
Due to Other Funds:
Capital Reserve Funds 245,465.19
Conservation Account 447.43
School District Taxes Payable 1,119,441.00
Tax Anticipation Notes Outstanding
Fleet Bank 2/1/90 800,000.00
Other Liabilities: Civil Defense Generators 10,000.00
Lien for the Elderly 3,877.43
Total Accounts Owed by the Town
Fund Balance - Current Surplus
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES - ALL FUNDS:





Withdrawals from Capital Reserve Funds
Other Miscellaneous Revenue
Total




TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES:

























Judicial and Legal Expense












































Highway Equipment Fund 5,000.00
Parks and Recreation Building Fund 12,405.00
Highway Garage Fund 50,000.00
New Library Construction Fund 5,000.00
Fire Truck Fund 20,000.00
MISCELLANEOUS:





Taxes Bought by Town 113,329.64
Discounts, Abatements, Refunds 6,803.64
Payments to Trustees of Trust Funds 8,681.50
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
To State - Dog Licenses & Marriage Licenses 687.00
Taxes Paid to County 356,665.00
Payments To Precincts 49,638.00
Taxes Paid to School District 1989 1,297,399.00
Taxes Paid to School District 1990 1,064,000.00
TOTAL EXPENDITURES FOR ALL PURPOSES $4,374,647.61
FUND BALANCE 12/31/89 1,350,442.39
GRAND TOTAL: $5,725,090.00
43.
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Town Hall, Lands and Buildings $ 460,900.00
Furniture and Equipment 22,000.00
Libraries, Lands and Buildings 141,300.00
Furniture and Equipment 30,000.00
Police Department, Lands and Buildings 41,500.00
Equipment 59,000.00
Fire Department, Lands and Buildings 68,000.00
Equipment 211,000.00
Highway Department, Lands and Buildings 108,900.00
Equipment 347,500.00
Materials and Supplies 2,000.00





Schools, Lands and Buildings, Equipment 3,260,000.00











24-A-1&2 (Total Deeded Property $371,600.00) 79,400.00
All Other Property and Equipment
Transfer Station-Building & Contents 44,700.00
Transfer Station-Land 154,800.00
7-A-7 Blodgett/Ricci Land 7,200.00
14C-D-5 Gulf Road Green Belt 49,700.00
TOTAL: $7,254,700.00
44,
REPORT OF THE TOWN CLERK
FOR THE YEAR 1989
RECEIPTS
Dog Licenses 1988:
4 Issued $ 22.50
Dog Licenses 1989:
554 Issued 2,527.00






Parking Fines 1,180.00 324,192.00
Total Receipts $326,741.50
PAYMENTS
Clerk's Fee For Issuing:




FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1989
TOWN OF CHESl'ERFIETD
SUMMARY OF TAX SALE/tAX LIEN ACCOUNTS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1989
Dr.
Tax Sale/Lien on Account
of Levies of: I988 I987 I986
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
Beginning of Fiscal Year $^8,968.3^ $6, 612.06
Taxes Sold/Executed to Town
during Fiscal Year $113,329.64
Interest Collected After
Sale/Lien Execution 1,378.40 4,699.30 2,840.83
Redemption Costs 495.00 315.OO 20.01




Recemptions $ 5^.587.57 $30,960.69 $4,978.44
Interest & Costs
after Sale 1,873.^0 5,014.30 2,860.84
Abatements During
Year 241.62 206.5O
Deeded to Town During
Year 194.35
Unredeemed Taxes End
of Year 58.500.45 17. 801. 15 1,439.27
Total Credits $115,203.04 $53.982.64 $9,472.90
47.
REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
FOR THE YEAR 1989











1988 Resident Tax Penalties




Redeemed Taxes Plus Cost & Interest
1988 Returned Check Replaced 1989








1989 Town Meeting Filing
Returned Check - Dec.
$ 316,633.66
state of New Hampshire
Highway Block Grant $ 72,609.80
State & forest Land 5,903.72
Highway Safety - DWI Patrol 2,974.84
Civil Defense/Emergency Management 15,807.00
Radar Unit Project 847.50
Training Reimburse 62.39
Reimbursement Forest Fire 1,513.58
State Revenue Sharing 80,067,30
$ 179,786.13
New Trust Funds 8,531.50
Parks & Recreation 27,334.28
Town Hall Rent 1,200.00
Boat Taxes 15,491.08
Current Land Use 3.00
Building Inspector 10,237.85
Planning Board 13,371.16
Board of Adjustment 1,540.00
Police Department 772.00
Pistol Permits 172.00
Home Health Care - Rent 1,020.00
Tiny Tots Kindergarten - Rent 679.50
Little Fox Enterprises - Rent 1,600.00
Keene District Court 1,607.50
Paul Penning Memorial Fund 280.00
Cablevision & Warner Cable 400.00
Sale of Town Copier 100.00
NHMA - Workmen's Comp. - Dividend 7,654.62
NHMA - Unemployment - Dividend 930.00
NH the Beautiful-Award- Operation L.A.R.R.Y. 2,500.00
School District - Reimb. for School Census 122.39
School District - Reimb. for School Signs 56.00
Town of Hinsdale - Reimb. Forest Fire 211.00
Crowley Land Clearing - Reimb. Roadwork 300.50
Reimbursement to Welfare 976.00
Transfer Station - Recycling 4,433.40
Transfer Station - Passes 60.00
Trustees of Library - Labor - Fix Steps 32.95
Trustees of Library - Reimb. for Work. Comp.
and Liability 167.00
Trustees of Trust Funds - Hamilton Fd. 830.86
Trustees of Trust Funds - Interest on
Home Health Trust 862.14
Trustees of Trust Funds - Interest on
Cemetery Funds 10,022.77
Trustees of Trust Funds- Cruiser/Reappr. CRF 39,800.00
Recording Fee 3.00
Conservation Savings - 2 Bills Paid 43.28
Insurance Refunds and Adjustments 1,636.90
49.
Spofford Fire District - Insurance 280.80
Spofford Fire District - Work.Comp.S Liab. 274.00
Chesterfield Cemetery Commission




Chesterfield Fire Dept. - Gas & Oil 510.44
W Chesterfield Fire Dept.- Gas & Oil 105.46
Chesterfield Cem. Comm. - Gas & Oil 1,024.20
Chesterfield Cem. Comm. - Payroll 1,293.51
Reimbursements to Town Office
Police Department - Office Expense 111.49
Planning & Zoning - Office Expense 80.30
Planning & Zoning - Office Supplies 85.87
Solid Waste - Office Expense 4.20
Health Department - Office Expense 3.19
Chesterfield Fire Dept. - Liab. Ins. 3,336.00
W Chesterfield Fire Dept. -Liab. Ins. 3,395.00
Tower, Bean & Crocker - Reimb. for
Legal Work 350.00
Town Office - Copies 736.55
Outdated Outstanding Checks 528.86
Fleet Bank Adjust. Services -111.95
Tax Anticipation Note 800,000.00
Repurchase Agreement Jan. 3, 1989 1,160,000.00
Interest Received 1989 Investments 47,003.44
Balance January 1, 1989 93,804.50




Balance as of December 31. 1989 $1,024,994.96
Fleet Bank
Savings Book - Conservation 447.43
$2,179,141.36
50,
DETAILED STATEMENT OF EXPENSES
TOWN OFFICER'S SALARIES
Selectmen $ 6,300.00
Town Clerk: Salary 5,115.00
Motor Vehicle 6,262.55
Deputy 723.00






Supervisors of Checklist 480.75
Trustee of Trust Funds 1,400.00














Meetings & Conferences 1,382.00
Dues 1,079.89
General Services 3,845.00
Inventory & Town Reports 2,540.00
Advertising 2,023.48
Property Appraisal 791.50



















TOWN HALL & OTHER BUILDINGS
Janitor $ 912.03
Supplies 237.14











Technical Assistance 11 ,435.57
$16,421.07














































































Meetings & Conferences 409.21
Mileage 766.74
$ 6,390.16
FOREST FIRES $ 11,512.60
TOWN ROAD MAINTENANCE




Meetings & Conferences 291.45
Dues 20.00
Mileage 19.80
Sand & Gravel 17,002.76
Salt 35,917.16
Blocks & Covers 856.50
Chloride 804.62
Asphalt 2,415.56
Rails, Delins, Posts 1,072.70
Miscellaneous 464.99
Repair & Upkeep 49,080.42
Gas, Oil, Diesel 14,387.93
Parts/Supplies/Edges 5,714.88
Equipment Repair (sm) 920.84
Equipment purchase (sm) 398.79
Rented Equipment 4,033.54






Construct ion/ Reconstruct ion 4,894.37
$475,856.68
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Full Time $ 24,839.88
Telephone 371.47
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Home Health Care/Meals On Wheels 4,948.76
Family Mental health 2,431.05
$ 32,172.37













Highway Equipment Fund $ 5,000.00
Parks & Recreation Building Fund 12,405.00
Highway Garage Building Fund 50,000.00
New Library Construction Fund 5,000.00
Fire Truck Fund 20,000.00
$ 92,405.00


















CFD 6M1 Recertify 20,000.00
$89,094.00
UNCLASSIFIED








Fees to State 687.00
$2,195,290.00
TOTAL PAYMENTS FOR ALL PURPOSES $4,374,248.54
56.
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS REPORT
1989
There were no purchases of new highway equipment for the year
1989. For the year 1990 we plan to replace our power broom and
York rake because estimates for needed repairs on both were compar-
able to replacement costs.
Construction/Reconstruction projects completed in 1989 consisted
of:
Repairing the boat ramp on the Connecticut River at River Rd.
Lessening the dip and widening the road entering the Re-
cycling Center.
Securing the river bank along Mountain Road using ledge
from some blasting done to straighten a dangerous comer
of Gulf Road.
The priority for 1990 Construction/Reconstruction projects will
be to further secure the river bank on Mountain Road and several
areas on the River Road, using ledge obtained as economically as
possible.
The major repairs and realignment of the Westmoreland Road
Bridge in Spofford was completed this last year. The major overhaul
of the Farr Road Bridge in West Chesterfield is nearing completion
and is now open to local traffic only until the finishing touches
can be made in the spring when weather is more favorable. Both
bridge jobs qualified for two thirds funding from the State.
For the year 1989 there were 39 Driveway Permit applications
issued.
Our tarring schedule for 1990 will be High St., Joslin St.,
Spring St., Twin Brook Rd. , Pond Brook Rd., Spaulding Hill Rd.,
Sheila Ave., Welcome Hill Rd. and Farr Rd. to Norcross Landing for
a total of 5.95 miles.
Proper drainage is a major part of obtaining a higher quality
of roads and helps keep other maintenance costs down. For 1990 we
plan to rent for a month a machine large enough to do some serious
reestablishing or establishing of drainage ditches, starting in
areas where the need is greatest.
We have high hopes of realizing our new Highway Garage in 1990.
The present conditions are cramped and inadequate and hinder the
crew from being as efficient as they potentially could be. I
encourage anyone that is not familiar with our present Highway
Garage to contact me for an appointment to see for yourself our
position and its condition.
A new decade has begun and the present Board of Selectmen and
myself are exploring any new ways or changes that will increase my
57.
department's cost effectiveness and efficiency and still maintain
as high a quality of services as possible while keeping the budget
in line.
MARSHALL BILLS
Director of Public Works
SOLID WASTE/RECYCLING CENTER REPORT 1989
L. A. R. R. Y.
The figures included in this report indicate that recycling
in the Chesterfield area has been a success.
We have found reasonably stable markets for the majority of
our recyclables. The fact that we as a town took action ahead
of many others will mean a better chance of our being locked in
to these markets in the event they become flooded.
You have seen many changes taking place at the Transfer/Re-
cycling Center and none have taken effect without a lot of thought
and consideration, weighing convenience and cost effectiveness.
We appreciate and applaud the area residents who have taken
the time to make this effort work. To be fair to those who are
participating, a person will be appointed to randomly check for
violations of the Recycling Ordinance and offenders will be subject
to all fines and penalties that apply. Copies of the ordinance are
available at the Town Offices during their normal working hours.
There was a problem with how the trusses were placed in the
new recycling building, but the problem has been corrected by the
builders.
We are presently looking into including mixed paper and tin
to our list of recycled items. This would drastically reduce the
amount of materials still being landfilled, further reducing our
costs and increasing our revenues. Also, research is being done
on including pressure treated wood and exhaust systems as acceptable
items. A proper notice and a Public Hearing will precede any
changes of this nature.
MARSHALL BILLS
Director of Public Works
58.
RECYCLING COMMITTEE REPORT
Just seven months after Chesterfield inaugurated of its
solid waste recovery system, the town can be rightly proud of
the program it adopted.
In August Chesterfield dedicated the Local Area Resource
Recovery Yard (LARRY), named in honor of the late Larry Taylor,
and immediately began recycling operations. In the first month,
the town was able to thwart Keene's 240% increase in landfill
tipping fees by substantially reducing the amount of our trash
that reached the landfill. As the figures below attest, Chester-
field has saved substantial amounts of money each and every month
by building the Local Area Resource Recovery Yard and adopting
the recucling program.
The development of Chesterfield's solid waste recovery
system began with the convening of the all-volunteer Recycling
Committee. In the able hands of former Chairman Tom Dustin,
the committee worked closely with the Selectmen to develop the
project that town citizens voted to adopt and of which we now
take advantage.
As planned, the waste recovery system is now administered
by the Selectmen, and Public Works Director Marshall Bills has
the responsibility for its day-to-day operations. The Recycling
Committee continues to research markets and plan for future
recycling efforts, such as junk mail and/or tin can recovery.
The system employs two people full time, who see to it that
corrugated cardboard, newspapers, magazines, glass, numerous
types of plastic, metals, oil and other recycleables is used to
offset operating costs.
What is not now recycled is now -- per order of the Select-
men -- compacted at a weight-to-volume ratio more than twice
that of our former methods, which also has served to substantially
reduce landfilling costs.
Like it or not, Chesterfield is a leader in waste recovery
in the New Englad region. We wish to remain a leader. To do so
we need citizen input. Please feel free to contact Recycling




REPORT OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT
1989
This report is written as a brief overview of Police
Department operations in 1989 and of our intentions in 1990. I
have included a few comparative statistics to give the reader
some sense of our activity levels and to show trends in activity.
There were increases in most of our activity in 1989.
Motor Vehicle was up as well as Burglaries, Assaults and Domestic
Violence calls. An area of concern is the total Calls For Service.
We received approximately 2,800 in 1989 as compared to 2,500 in
1988 and 1,800 in 1987. Hand in hand with this goes the increased
Court and Investigation time which means less time spent on Patrol.
In 1990, I am proposing adding a fourth Full Time Officer
to the Department. Approximately 60% of our calls and activity
occur between the hours of 6:00 AM and 6:00 PM. The State Police
assist us with their Patrols of Route 9, but they are short of
staff and devote a great deal of time to those Towns not having
Full Time Police Departments. By adding a fourth Officer we will
be able to handle our Administrative, Court and Investigative
responsibilities and still have an Officer available to answer
calls for service.
The Selectmen have appointed an ongoing Committee to
study the future needs of Chesterfield's Emergency Services.
This Committee will be meeting throughout the year and I feel
that citizen input will be crucial in determining the services
that you expect and want. The dates and times will be posted
and I urge you to attend.
The Secretary will be in the Office Monday, Wednesday
and Friday from 9:00 AM to 1:00 PM if you need forms or have
questions. If anyone spots activity that seems suspicious, please
report it. (352-1100) This not only helps us, but it might stop





















TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE - 2780






REPORT OF THE EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR
1989
APPOINTMENTS:
During this year, James VanOudenhove was appointed to serve as
Deputy Emergency Management Director, replacing Dean Ericson.
Jim brings with him to this position a great deal of experience
which would be extremely useful in the event of a major emergency -
as a Police Officer, as a Firefighter and in his regular job with
Public Service Company of New Hampshire.
ACTIVITY:
In August, we participated in the biannual exercise of emergency
plans for handling a disaster at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power
Station in Vernon, Vermont. This was a full-scale exercise which
was graded by FEMA and the NRC. Chesterfield, as well as the
exercise in general, rated well. The Office of Emergency Manage-
ment was also directly involved in three incidents this year:
flooding in several parts of town, a minor oil spill in Spofford,
and an illegal dumping, also in Spofford.
FEDERAL AND STATE FUNDING:
It is important to note that 50% of the total Emergency Management
Budget for Chesterfield is funded through the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), which means that the actual impact on
the town is one-half of the budget amount listed. Additional
funds available through the state may offset this remaining amount
partially or in total.
WEAIHER ALERT RADIOS:
All Chesterfield residents living within the ten (10) mile Emergency
Planning Zone should have a weather alert radio in their home.
Ihese radios are used to issue a warning in the event of an emergency
at the Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Station in Vernon, Vermont. If
you do not have one of these radios, or have one which is malfunc-
tioning, please contact the Selectmen's Office for assistance. Any
resident moving out of town should leave this radio in the house
for use by the next occupant.
SPECIAL NEEDS:
We encourage anyone who feels that they may need help in evacuating
their premises during any type of disaster to contact the Selectmen's
Office and fill out a card indicating this. All information of this
nature will be considered confidential.
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ACCOLADES;
I would like to give special thanks to Dean Ericson, who served
as Deputy Emergency Management Director from 1986 until this
year. Dean is currently pursuing a career with the Keene Fire
Department. I wish him well. I would also like to thank David
Deans of the N.H. Office of Emergency Management who retired this




ANNUAL REPORT OF PUBLIC HEALTH DEPARTMENT
1989 was a quieter year than usual in Chesterfield.
House Bill 240 became effective on January 1, 1989, and
prompted more calls from realtors, buyers and sellers
concerned with conversion of seasonal homes, and site
assessment of lakeside homes. We had a mild, rainy
summer, which prompted less swimmers' itch complaints,
less lake bacteria, and lots and lots of mosquito prob-
lems. Many septic systems were replaced as usual.
Reports from the state and Lake Lay-Monitoring
tests indicated a heavy phosphorus level at the bottom
of Spofford Lake. This, as well as disruption of aquati
habitats and other environmental concerns, led to a
recommendation that Jet skis be banned from our lake.
State river monitoring tests show that the Connecticut
River as it passes by Chesterfield is not a very healthy
place to swim.
Looking forward to Earth Day 1990 in April, it is
more important than ever that the townspeople of Chester
field improve their awareness of their relationship with
the environment. We should all try to do our part to





As of this date, 2/15/90, all audited records are found to be in
good and correct order. All errors and omissions discovered to





1989 was a very busy year for the Board. The following
applications were approved after hearings and review:
Boundary Line Adjustments 7
Sub-divisions 9 totalling 54 lots
Multi-family Developments
Commercial/Industrial Site Plans 7
Several other applications are under review or in some stage
of conditional approval.
In addition to processing applications, the Board adopted a
Capital Improvements Plan with a great deal of much appreciated
input from various town departments and Boards. We continue to
work on amendments to our Land Development Regulations, and will
begin a study of the use of town owned property in Center
Chesterfield.
Several parcels of land have been proposed for the newly
approved Office/Retail/Services zone. To be voted on in March,
1990, these are the result of a great deal of work with the
assistance of the Southwest Regional Planning Commission and
input from the townspeople.
In order to place some of the cost of development on the
developers, a new fee schedule was adopted in June.
We continue to meet at least twice a month, our regular
meeting being on the first Monday.
Our thanks to Richard Klaver who served as an alternate
until his move to Keene. He has been replaced by Glenn Francis.
Special thanks also to Shelley Mitchell who has filled the ever-





The Town Cemeteries were well maintained during the 1989
season with the help of an able crew supplied by our Department
of Public Works.
This year some effort was made to improve the appearance of
several lots in Spofford with the addition of loam. Damage to two
monuments in Spofford was repaired with the help of Keene Monument
Company
.
Next year we plan to concentrate on stone repair and re-
establishing water in the Spofford Cemetery with installation
of a new line from the well.
Ed Furlone was appointed to the Commission to replace David
Hall, who resigned.
1989 EXPENDITURES:









Net Lot Sales, Burials, etc. $ 3,540.23
Trustee of Trust Funds 10,022.77
TOTAL $13,563.00
New Trust Funds Establisned: $ 1,200.00





In 1989, 150 new building permits were issued.
Single family housing decreased 16% from 44 units to
37 units. There were 12 condominium units for a total
of 49 new housing units.
1989 1988 1987 1986 1985
RESIDENTIAL:
PARKS & RECREATION COMMISSION REPORT 1989
The Parks and Recreation Commission whose charge is to oversee
town recreation programs and the operation of the two town beaches,
met 18 times in 1989.
Wendy Chamberlin, our Recreation Director, continues to supervise
our recreation program serving the Commission and Town with initiative,
thoroughness and dedication. We are most grateful for the help of her
husband , Mike, as well
,
In conjunction with the Chesterfield School gym, the adult pro-
gram for the winter has run from December through April two night and
offered a Saturday program for the children. The co-ed volleyball
program from 6:30 - 9:00 on Tuesdays averaged 20 participants and
the men's basketball on Thursdays (6:30 - 9:00) has a lower average.
Townspeople are welcome at anytime. Mr. Larry Seavey has been ex-
tremely cooperative and assisted with running programs for the community.
Volunteers for the Saturday program; Russ Bergeron, Phil Shaw and Mark
Witalis, have been appreciated.
Our Director oversees the eight week Tuesday and Thursday Rec.
program at Ware's Grove from late June to mid-August, offering land
& water games, arts and crafts, special parties, field trips to town
children ages 6 and up. Supervisors for 1989 were Lucy Gillis, Wendi
Allen, Kurt Cote and Heather Gillis, working with up to 100 children
and lowest number of 35. In addition, 150 local children received free
swim lessons at Ware's Grove. Outdoor volleyball for older teens and
adults was offered on Tuesday and Thursday nights at the beach. Bernie
Novak, operator of Park Concessions, ran Ware's Grove and our Director's
staff ran North Shore Beach Concession.
We continue to support two volunteer-run sports programs for town
youth, grades K - 5, at the school fields; Chesterfield Youth Baseball
in the spring and Chesterfield Pee Wee Soccer in the fall. The base-
ball program, co-coordinated by Peter Lepple and Val Wright, had 120
participants, 21 volunteer coaches and local business sponsors. The
Soccer program, organized by Susan and Phil Shaw, had 160 participants;
21 coaches and/or assistant coaches.
During the summer there were three other special recreational
events scheduled at Lake Spofford last summer. The Brattleboro Outing
Club's July triathalon and Old Home Day scheduled two concerts. The
Jazz concert was held on the beach and the bank played at the school
due to the weather.
For the convenience of town residents, we rent portable toilets
for the South Shore Boat Landing and for the school ballfield from
May through October.
Our application the Department of Resources and Economics Dev-
elopment for matching funds to build a new rest room/ticket concession
building at Ware's Grove was turned down last year and we had hoped to
have enough to build, but didn't, however, we hope to have enough in
our Buildings Capital Reserve Fund to do the project on our own soon.
66,
Prices for the beaches remain the same as last year. There
will be a new Director, however. Wendy Chamberlin has resigned and
the Commission has been actively pursuing a new Director.
Commission meetings are posted and are open to the public.
Respectully submitted,
Parks & Recreation Commission
67,
CHESTERFIELD LIBRARY REPORT - 1989
Chesterfield Library celebrated its Fiftieth Anniversary in
the present building in August. We wish to extend our thanks to
all our townspeople for so many years of continuous support to
make it possible. We appreciate the many wonderful donations of
books, sale goods, time, and money that was given this past year.
As we begin to automate some of the library functions, we
hope to improve our service to our patrons, first in the area of
inter-library loans. Our goal is to provide an increase of
services with more efficiency.
PLEASE NOTE: Our year-round hours are as follows:
Monday 10-3, Tuesday 3-8, Thursday 10-8,
Saturday 10 - 12 noon





Balance on Hand Jan. 1, 1989 $ 985.75
Trust Fund for 1989 2,135.95
Town Appropriations for 1989 19,275.00
Interest Paid from Checking Account 182.15
Copier Revenue 210.00
Chesterfield Lion's Club 299.00




Savings Acct. -Reimbursement for Note Paper 184.00
FINANCIAL STATEMENT
TRUSTEES OF THE TRUST FUNDS, CHESTERFIELD, N.H.
JANUARY 1, 1989 THROUGH DECEMBER 31, 1989
Receipts
;
Balance on Hand 1/1/89 $ 263.22
New Funds Created 4,081.50
Capital Reserve Fund Additions 93,413.00
Capital Reserve Fund Withdrawals 39,800.00




New Funds Invested $ 97,494.50
Stock Funds Re- invested 579.89
Capital Reserve Withdrawals 39,800.00
Memorial Day Flowers 106.75
Chesterfield Cemetery Commission 10,022.77
Chesterfield West Cemetery Association 5,383.00
Library Trustees 2,902.06
Selectmen:
Hamilton Christmas Fund 830.84
Home Health Service Fund 862.14
Elizabeth Bonney Evangelical Preaching Fund 81.65
Elizabeth Bonney School Fund 184.38
P.T.A. Scholastic Award 128.61
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HOME HEALIH CARE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
REPORT TO IHE TOWN OF CHESTERFIELD
JANUARY 1, 1989 - DECEMBER 31, 1989
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1989, Home Health Care and Community Services continued to
provide home care and community services to the residents of
Chesterfield. The following information represents a projection
of Home Health Care and Community Services' activities in your
community in 1989. The projection is based on actual services
provided from January through September 1989 and an estimate of






OR TOTALLY BY THE TOWN
Nursing
WARRANT FOR THE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
FOR THE YEAR 1990
To the inhabitants of the Spofford Fire District qualified to vote
on the affairs of the District:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Spofford Village Hall on









To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
To choose a clerk/treasurer for the ensuing year.
To choose a Commissioner for three years; 1990-91-92.












EQUIPMENT REPAIRS & MAINTENANCE
RADIO REPAIRS

























To see if the District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 to be added to the Waterhole Capital
Reserve Fund, (recommended by the Budget Committee)
To see if the District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $15,000.00 to be added to the Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund, (reconmended by the Budget Committee)
To see if the District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $3,500.00 to continue the hose replacement
program, (recommended by the Budget Committee)
To see if the District will vote to authorize the
Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes to pay current costs.
74.






MINUTES OF THE 1989 SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT ANNUAL MEETING 3/21/89:
Moderator Terry Wiggin called the meeting to order at 7:36 PM and
dispensed with the reading of the warrant.
ARTICLE 1
;
TerryTo choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
Wiggin was duly elected.
ARTICLE 2: To choose a clerk/treasurer for the ensuing year.
Catherine H. Schlichting was elected.
ARTICLE 3: To choose a Commissioner for three years; 1989-90-91.
Gordon C. Fuller was reelected.
ARTICLE 4: To see if the District will vote to accept the budget
or act thereon. The appropriation for Equipment
Repairs was raised by the sum of $1,000.00 to $2,500.00.
The budget was passed with the change; bringing the
total to $32,950.00.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $15,000.00 to establish an Equipment Capital
Reserve Fund. The Article passed as read.
ARTICLE 6: To see if the District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 to be added to the Waterhole Capital
Reserve Fund. After a brief discussion, the Article
passed.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to purchase 500 feet of 4" hose and
300 feet of 2% " hose and hardware. Vote was in the
affirmative.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the District will vote to appropriate the
sum of $1,000.00 for body repairs to the 1979 Chevrolet
Rescue Van. Motion carried in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the District will vote to authorize the
Commissioners to borrow money in anticipation of
taxes to pay current costs. The Article passed
without discussion.
ARTICLE 10: To transact any other business that may legally come
before said meeting:
75.
* Motion was made for the Commissioners to bring
forth to the voters some documentation of the
need and costs to repair and maintain the water-
holes in Spofford Fire District. Motion was
voted on and passed.
" Motion was made for the District to accept all
purchases made by the Department in the past
year. Motion carried.
* Motion was made for the Commissioners to have
the right to dispose of equipment. Motion was
defeated by voice vote.
" Motion was made for the Commissioners to bring
back to the District, on or before the annual
meeting, a list of the assets of the District
with recommendations for items to be disposed
of and to grant the Commissioners permission to
dispose of any articles deemed to be of no
economic value to the District. Motion was
discussed and passed.






BUDGET REPORT FOR IHE SPOFFORD FIRE DISTRICT
FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1989









MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL BOARD
Judy S. Palmer, Chairman
Phillip J, Natowich
James C. Milani (Effective December 2, 1989)
James VanOudenhove (through November 30, 1989)
TRUANT OFFICER
Eric Sargent
N.H. SCHOOL ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT 29 ADMINISTRATION
H. Charles Larracey, Ed.D, Superintendent of Schools
Mark Genovesi , Assistant Superintendent of Schools for Towns
Phillip G. McCormack, Ed.D, Assistant Superintendent for Keene
Deane B. Haskell, Assistant Superintendent for Business
Patricia J. Trow, Manager of Personnel Services
Bruce Thielen, Director of Special Education






Charles H. McMurphy, M.D.
78.
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Chesterfield qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Chesterfield Elementary School in said District on the 10 day of
March, 1990, at 10:00 in the forenoon to bring in your votes for the election of school district officers. The
polls will open not later than 10:00 a.m., nor close earlier than the termination time of the District Meeting
(as a minimum, 10:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.).
ARTICLE 1 . To choose all necessary school district officers:
A member of the school board for the ensuing three years
A member of the school board for the ensuing year
A moderator for the ensuing year
A clerk for the ensuing year
A treasurer for the ensuing year from July 1, 1990
Given under our hands at said Chesterfield, this 5th day of February, 1990.




STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SCHOOL WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the school district in the Town of Chesterfield qualified to vote in District affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Chesterfield Elementary School in said District on the 10 day of
March, 1990, at 7:30 p.m. to act upon the following articles:
ARTICLE 1 . To hear the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen, and pass any
vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 2 . To see if the District will vote to authorize the school lx)ard to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action by the School District Meeting, money from state,
federal, or other governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during the 1990-1991
school year, provided that such expenditure be made for purposes for which a school district may
appropriate money, and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other school district funds.
Further, that the school board shall hold a public hearing prior to accepting and spending such money
(pursuant to R.S.A. 198:20-b).
ARTICLE 3 . To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate to fund
the anticipated deficit in the 1989-1990 budget, or to take any other action in relation
thereto.
ARTICLE 4 . To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate for the
support of schools, for the salaries of school district officers and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district.
ARTICLE 5 . (By Petition) To see if the voters of the Chesterfield School District will vote to
increase the size of the Chesterfield School Board to five members, in accordance
with R.S.A. 671:4. If this article is adopted, at the 1991 Annual District Meeting voters will elect three
school board members: one to a three-year term, one to a two-year term, and one to a one-year term.
Following the 1991 Annual District Meeting, all school board members' terms shall be three years in
length.
ARTICLE 6 . We, the residents of the Chesterfield School District, find the State of New Hampshirf
to be negligent in the funding of public education, thus creating an undue burden or
the local property taxpayers. We demand that the State of New Hampshire Legislature begin in earnest tc
study methods for substantially increasing State aid to education.
ARTICLE 7 . To transact any other business which may legally come before this meeting.
Given under our hands at said Chesterfield, this 5th day of February , 1990.
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ALL OTHER ACCOUNTS (DECREASES)
1989/90 DEFICIT
1988/89 SURPLUS
SCHOOL BOARD/SAU REGULAR EDUCATION
FEB. 9, 1990 Page 2
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REPORT OF SCHOOL DISTRICT TREASURER
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR JULY 1, 1988 TO JUNE 30, 1989
CHESTERFIELD
SUMMARY
Cash on hand July 1, 1988 (Treasurer's bank balance) $ 33,073.69
Received from Selectmen
(Include only amounts actually received. .$1,947,399.00
Revenue from State Sources 119 , 702 . 83
Revenue from Federal Sources 23 , 320 . 00
Received as income from Trust Funds 2,299.19
Received from Capital Reserve Funds 877,403.12
Received from all Other Sources 49 , 328 . 20
TOTAL RECEIPTS...
TOTAL AMOUNT AVAIIABLE FOR FISCAL YEAR. .
.
LESS SCHOOL BOARD ORDERS PAID
BALANCE ON HAND JUNE 30, 1989
(Treasurer ' s bank balance)
DETAILED STATEMENT OF RECEIPTS
From Whom Description
Town of Chesterfield app. '88- '89 $1,947,399.00
Indian Head Bank interest 11,004.61
Chesterfield School lunch money 24,456.39
Chesterfield School class gift 997.49
Keene School District tuition refund, etc. 11,737.09
Westmoreland School District reimbursement 130.00
Indian Head Bank CD transfers 877,403.12
Robert Holmes Fund Trust Fund 2,124.82
Elizabeth Bonney Fund Trust interest 174.37
Other Sources gym rentals 875.00
Other Sources refunds & reimbursements 127.62
State of N.H. N.H. Mun. Work. Int. 1,496.04
State of N.H. road toll 3,628.38
State of N.H. foundation aid 54,758.88
State of N.H. building aid 57,239.81
State of N.H. Block grant 2,579.72
Federal Government school lunch 9,319.00










We present to you for 1990 - 1991 a budget that has been carefully reviewed by our principal,
assistant superintendent, and ourselves. It reflects our efforts to keep the quality of our school
program commensurate with the high expectations of a supportive Chesterfield community.
Salary and benefit figures reflect the second year of our agreement with Chesterfield teachers.
New proposals Include a second 5th grade teacher and a primary teacher, both to accommodate
growing enrollments.
We are pleased to report that the new programs you enabled us to fund with your vote at the
1989 School District Meeting — kindergarten and Distance Learning — are going well, as are the
new positions, the second 4th grade teacher and the part-time librarian.
Our school board goals for 1989 - 1990 are as follows:
1. To support the formation of a principal's subcommittee comprised of faculty to develop
and implement a new program in foreign language, computers or health for the 1990 -
1991 school year.
2. To support the faculty in the development and implementation of a consistent
approach to student discipline by the second quarter of the 1989 - 1990 school year.
3. To initiate quarterly staff meetings devoted to such topics (as prioritized by staff]:
teaching skills, curriculum, cooperative learning or classroom management for imple-
mentation in the second quarter of the school year with a review by the school board in
the fourth quarter of the school year.
4. To develop a program whereby each student in the school will participate in one
program of community service by the end of the 1989 - 1990 school year.
5. To identify reasonable measures of student achievement at Chesterfield School and
determine how these will be used for school improvement.
6. To implement means whereby student achievement as well as programs and events at
school will be publicized in local newspapers and the school newsletter.
7. To formulate a five-year plan for building maintenance and to budget up to 1% of the
total school budget for continuing a preventative maintenance program. (Board's goals
in 1986-87, 1987-88, and 1988-89.)
On behalf of the school district, the board has formally accepted the following gifts during
the past year:
Chesterfield Lion's Club - balffield concession building^slide projector
Irene and John Ramsay - keyboard












Gifts to the district (cont'd.):







Lynne Borofsky - memorial donation for library books
Carl B. Thomas Construction Corporation - donation for library books
Community donations to the Chesterfield P.TJ\.. Scholastic Award are welcomed and may
be made through the Town Trustee of Trust Funds. Begun in 1985 with funds generated from
the sale of a P.T.A. community cookbook, this is a monetary award presented to the
Chesterfield senior at Keene High School with the highest academic ranking, who graduated
from Chesterfield Elementary School and Intends to further his/her education. The award,
which has been in the range of $130, is based on Interest generated from this account in the
Town Trust Funds. Names of winners are engraved each year on a plaque that remains at




Martin F. Mahoney, II (1986)
Eric Aldrich (1985)
The Mt. Pistareen Grange and the Chesterfield Lion's Club also provide scholarships for
Keene High graduates from Chesterfield. In addition, a new award, the Chesterfield Vocational
Scholarship Fund, was established last year for a Chesterfield resident under age 25 who
intends to further his or her education in the vocational field. .
The Chesterfield School Board meets in the school conference room at 7:00 p.m. on the
fourth Thursday of each month. Meeting agendas are posted in town post offices several days
in advance. Townspeople are always welcome!
Respectfully submitted,




THE UNIT EFFECTIVENESS STUDY COMMITTEE
The Unit Effectiveness Study Committee, whose charge it has been to develop the optimum
operational and cost effective structure for the delivery of services to the individual school
districts of New Hampshire School Administrative Unit 29, has been meeting for several
months.
The committee has studied and discussed the following five administrative structures: the
current S.A.U. 29 structure: Keene as a separate unit; the five towns (Chesterfield, Westmore-
land, Marlborough, Harrisville, Nelson) as a separate unit; Keene with a five-town cooperative;
the towns as a five-town cooperative totally separate from Keene.
Cost comparisons tend to show the present structure as the second most expensive in total
for the six towns (Keene included), but at the same time allowing the most local control. A
structure that would include a cooperative of the five towns appears to show the most
streamlined administrative structure along with the lowest cost, but at the expense of the
towns giving up their own local control.
To date the committee has not made a recommendation for any restructuring of S.A.U. 29.
The committee will continue to meet for the next several months.
Phillip J. Natowich, Member
Unit Effectiveness Study Committee
90.
CHESTERFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT




The proposed school budget for 1990-31 which will be presented to the
voters at the district meeting, reflects increases v^hich can be attributed
to the growth that the tov,-n is new e;;periencing. The school board is
re<q^ue5ting additional staff in response to the growing number :f children
who are expected to attend the elementary school next year. It must also
provide money for the increasing cost of tuition to Keene High School. The
increases in tuition are due mainly to the increasing number of students
and the increase in tuition rate, as set by formula by the Keene School
District.
The basic instructional program will reiTiain intact ne::t year with the
possible additional of a foreign language for students en the junior high
level
.
The citizens of Chesterfield should be very proud of the ne'-.' facility which
they have provided for the education of their children in the community.
However, they must also be cognizant of the fact that the continuing grov;oh
in Chesterfield will cause the administration and school board to plan very
carefully f:r the ne;:t several years as to how the facility --ill be
utilized. It will be necessary to provide additional classroom space as
well as space for storage and special services with the hope that the
existing facility will be able to accommodate such needs.
I have come to regard the Chesterfield v:ters as fair and honest and am
confident that ycu will continue to support the efforts of the school
board, budget committee, and administration to provide for the present and
future needs of the children of Chesterfield. I look forward to a
continuing increase in the quality and breadth of the educational programs
for the students and to your continued support. I am sure that with your
support these improvements will be realized.
91
NEW JW1PSHIRE SCHOOL AOMINISTRATIUE UNIT 29
1988 - 1989
COMPLIANCE STATEMENT
This school district receives federal financial assistance. In
order to continue receiving such federal financial assistance,
this school district will not discriminate in their educational
programs, activities or employment practices on the basis of
race, language, sex, age, or handicapping condition, under the
provisions of Title IX of the 1972 Educational Amendments;
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.
Complaints regarding compliance with Title IX regulations should
be submitted in writing to the Title IX liaison for School Admin-
istrative Unit 29, the Personnel Manager, 34 West Street, Keene,
New Hampshire.
Complaints regarding compliance with Rehabilitation Act of 1973 -
Section 504 should be submitted in writing to the Director of
Special Education, 34 West Street, Keene, New Hampshire.





Support from the voters in the Town of Chesterfield has been greatly appreciated by the
students, parents, and staff members during this past year. Your faith in our efforts has
allowed us to provide our students with the finest school programs and facilities available in
this area. Our students are afforded opportunities to learn that are second to none. In return,
we have been able to take pride in the accomplishments of our youngsters as they gain a firm
foundation that will allow them to be healthy, happy, responsible, and productive adults in the
21st Century.
At a time when some national reports suggest stagnation in the growth of academic skills
of students in this country, we find our achievement test scores rising. Fall. 1989. California
Achievement Test results for our students in grades 3-8 show that every grade scored above the
national average by a considerable margin.
For the first time ever, public kindergarten was housed in the Chesterfield School during
this year. Twenty-five students attended the morning session and 24 students attended the
afternoon session. Under the direction of teacher Marilyn Goulas and teacher aide Rainy
Komfield. implementation of the new program has been smooth and successful.
The Principal's Advisory Council was created during this year to provide a representative
group of parents, teachers, and elected officials of the district to monitor and shape our school
improvement process. That process includes identifying needs, prioritizing goals, drafting a
plan for action, overseeing the implementation of the plan and evaluating the results. Last
Spring, they surveyed parents and teachers and found a number of areas in our school that
needed improvement. As a result of their efforts, improvements have been made during this
year in the areas of student discipline, written communications to parents (i.e. handbooks,
newsletters), supervision of children on the playground, school telephones, and parking
problems at the school.
Present members of the Principal's Advisory Council are: teachers — Darlene Dunn, Karen
LeDuc, and Mark Sonntag: parents -- Kathy Davidson, Susan Newcomer, Steve Fisher, and
John Hudachek. Ruth VanHouten represents the community and Judy Palmer represents
members of the school board. The council holds evening meetings on the first Wednesday of
each month In the school conference room with the public invited to attend.
An essential ingredient in an effective school is the involvement of parents. This year we
were fortunate to see the Friends of Chesterfield School formed as an active school parents'
group. Led by Susan Newcomer and Linda Thomas, the group has focused on successful
activities and projects to make a better school. They have already had several successful
fundraisers, including a book fair and a spaghetti supper, initiated a school volunteer
program, provided a certification course for babysitters, and started the use of the concession
stand at the ballfield. At present, they have plans for a "Sock Hop", a celebration of Earth Day,
and a teacher appreciation dinner.
Enrollments continue to rise, as projected when voters approved the addition and renova-
tions to the building. Next year we will need to add another teacher in the primary grades and
an additional grade five teacher. Both positions are included in the proposed budget for your
approval. We wUl make full use of every space in our building with special education programs
moving out of classroom space and the smoking room, which has been provided for teachers,




Lawrence E. Seavey . Principal
Phyllis L. Zuccale ............. Secretary
Diana 5. Allen Grade 6, 7 and 8 English
Jamie L. Bromley Grade Four
Elizabeth A. Burns Elem. Resource Room
Cynthia Coffin ..... Art
Jean E. Condon .... Physical Education
Darlene A. Dunn Grade 2
Audrey C. Ericson . Grade 3
Marcia F. Esche Music
Marilyn Goulas ..... Kindergarten
Gail Grainger Librarian
Mary B. Grove Grade 6, 7 and 8 Science
Craig Hood Grade G, 7 and 8 Social Studies
Jeanne Johnson ... Guidance Counselor
Nancy D. Kenney Grade 5
Karen Leduc . Grade 3
Audrey MacKnight . Chapter I
Lori K. Martin Grade 4
Abigail Salamin Readiness
Denise M. Sargent Grade 1
Mark P. Sonntag Grade 6, 7 and 8 Math
Lawrence Ullrich Jr. H. Resource Room
Priscilla Whitford Grade 2
Elizabeth H. Yacubian Grade 6, 7 and 8 Reading
Mary Casson Resource Room Aide
Robin Holton . Resource Room Aide
Lorraine Kornfield Kindergarten Aide
Lynne Reekstin Teacher Aide
Claudette M. Russell Library Aide
Lorraine Johnson ... School Nurse
Mary Lou Kelly Director, School Lunch
Carol A. Riendeau School Lunch
Robert Howard Custodian
Doug M. Wrobel Custodian
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SCHOOL HEALTH SERVICES REPORT
1968-1989
Physical appraisal conducted by Dr. Charles McMurphy
to the 4th and 7th graders and Interscholastic sports
participants 58
Athletic Questionnaires reviewed by physician 78
Referrals 12
Height and Weight 258
Blood pressure screening 96
Communication and referral to parents (letters and
telephone) 236
Student visits to the health office (first aid incl.) 2086
Vision screening 143
Referral to private physician 3
Hearing Screening Puretone 157
Hearing Screening Impedance 203
Referral to physician 3




1. Strep Throat 33








Hearing retests conducted in 3 weeks with Puretone 8
Audiometer and impedance resulted in 3 failures 3




To be followed annually 13
Tuberculine testing
Grade 5 24




Charles H. McMurphy, M.D.
School Physician
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CHESTERFIELD SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
1988-1989
The first year in our new kitchen encountered many problems. Some of the new equipment
had to have parts replaced: some equipment arrived without the essentials to go with it and
some of our old equipment was never found amd had to be replaced. We did manage to arrange
our menus around our problems and serve lunch to over half of the students enrolled.
Free and reduced lunches were offered to students who qualified. Menus were sent to WKBK
and WKNE for their morning announcements. Each student was presented with a monthly
menu and lunch money collection day remained on Friday for the following week.
Government surplus was very generous and supplied us with fish nuggets, hamburger,
turkey, ham, pork, and canned fruits and vegetables, as well as flour and oil.
We ended the year in debt. At today's prices we can no longer pay for food. milk, juice, paper
goods, repairs and pay our salaries, on what your children pay us for lunch. We have asked the
school board to have our salaries entered into next year's school budget. What happens there








OCTOBER 21 , 1989.
The Moderator, Terry Wiggin, called the meeting to order at 6:05
p.m. for the purpose o-f acting on the articles in the Warrant.
The articles were disposed o-f as -follows:
ARTICLE 1: Judith Palmer moved that the district vote to raise and
appropriate the sum o-f Ninety-One Thousand, Nine Hundred Fi-fty-Two
(91,952.00) Dollars for the purpose of funding the cost aspects of i
collective bargaining agreement entered into between the
Chesterfield School Board and the Chesterfield Teachers Association
pursuant to RSA 273-A . Seconded by James Milani. The Moderator
declared the article to carry in the affirmative on a voice vote.
ARTICLE 2: Mr. Westervel t moved, and Mrs. Westervel t seconded, a
motion to reconsider Article 1. The Moderator declared the voice
vote to be in the negative and the article was defeated.
The meeting was adjourned at 6:25 p.m. by the Moderator.
A true record , Attest
:
Diana S. Al 1 en
Clerk, Chesterfield School District
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CHESTERFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 11 , 1989.
The Moderator, Terry L. Wiggin, gave the oath of Assistant Clerk tn
Robin Hoi ton. The Moderator opened the polls at 10:00 AM -for the
purpose of voting. The following persons were appointed ballot
clerks and took the oath of office from the Moderator: Caroline
Wiggin, Thomas Davol i , Claire Cohen, James Milani, and Audrey
Ericson
.
At 6:04 PM the Moderator called the meeting to order for the purpose
of acting on the articles in the warrant. The Moderator asked for a
moment of silence in memory of Charles Napol i , Keene High School
principal , and for Ethel Mills, Chesterfield postmaster, both of
whom passed away recently.
The Moderator introduced officials of SAU #29, the Chesterfield
School Board, Mr. Lawrence Seavey , principal of Chesterfield School ,
and Robin Hoi ton , Acting Clerk.
The Moderator r-eviewed the rules which will be followed during the
meeting. It was requested that speakers be recognized by the
Moderator, come forward to use the microphone, and identify
themselves. It was stated that first time speakers on an issue will
be recognised before those wishing to speak a second time. All
motions should be submitted in writing for accuracy. If a motion is
made to recess this meeting and reconvene at a later date, the same
number of voters will be needed to vote at a reconvened meeting as
those that voted to reconvene the original meeting. If a motion is
made and accepted to reconvene this meeting, any previous motions
voted on tonight cannot be reconsidered and voted upon at a later
date
.
The Moderator recognized Jeff Newcomer who made a motion to dispense
with the reading of the warrant and to read each article as it is
taken up. Seconded by James O'Neil . The Moderator declared the voice
vote to be carried in the affirmative.
Articles in the Warrant were disposed of as follows:
ARTICLE 1 : El izabeth Benjamin moved that al 1 reports contained in
the Chesterfield Annual School District Report be approved as
printed. Seconded by James O'Neil . Otto Taber requested that grade
enrollments which were not shown in the report be included in future
years. The Moderator declared the voice vote on the motion to be in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE 2: Merton Yeaton moved and Richard Wolf seconded the motion
that the District authorize the School Board to make application
for, and to accept and use in the name of the District, such
advances, grants-in-aid, or other funds for educational purposes as
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now or hereafter be -forthcoming from the United States government,
the State of Mew Hampshire, or any department or agency thereof, of
any federal , state, or private agency. The voice vote was declared
by the Moderator to be in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 3: Beverly Wolf moved that the District authorize the School
Board to apply for, accept, and expend, without further action by
the School District Meeting, money from the state, federal , or other
governmental unit or a private source which becomes available during
the 1989-1990 school fiscal year provided that such expenditure be
made for purposes for which a School District may appropriate money,
and that such expenditure not require the expenditure of other
School District funds. Further, that the School Board hold a public
hearing prior to accepting and spending such money. Seconded by
Susan Newcomer. Voice vote was declared by the Moderator to be in
the affirmative.
ARTICLE 4; Merton Yeaton moved that the District vote to make the
position of School District auditor an appointed position by the
School Board r^ather than an elective position, to become effective
July 1, 1990. Seconded by Wanda McNamara . The Moderator declared the
voice vote to be in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 5: Judith Palmer moved that the District authorize the
establishment of a public school kindergarten program, as determined
by the School Board, effective September, 1989, and to raise and
appropriate an amount of money not to exceed $36,795.00 for the
program. Seconded by Richard Benjamin. A slide presentation on the
kindergarten program was shown. The Moderator declared the voice
vote to be in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 6; Jafnes VanOudenhove moved and Richard Wolf seconded the
motion to appropriate the excess 1987-1988 Sweepstakes revenues, in
the amount of $16,038.00 for the replacement and/or repair of a
heating system in the Chesterfield Elementary School . The Moderator
declared the voice vote to be in the affirmative.
ARTICLE 7: Phillip Natowich moved that the District vote to raise
and appropriate $2,333,028.00 for the support of schools, for the
salaries of School District Officers and Agents, and for the payment
of statutory obligations of the District, including sweepstakes
revenue and kindergarten. Seconded by Stephen Fisher.
Stephen Laskowki moved to amend the motion to approve the 1989-1990
school budget in the amount of $2,095,226.00. This motion further
directs the School Board to apportion the approved amount:
First, to fully staff, fund, and equip the basic educational
programs that educate and benefit the entire student body, includin?
all special education expenses.
Second, to the proper and timely short and long term maintenance
of the physical plant.
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And third, to such special programs that the School Board may
determine are of value to the school and -fit the parameters of this
budget
.
The Moderator declared the voice vote on the amendment to be in the
negative and the motion was de-f eated .
Kurt Nowel 1 made a motion, which was seconded by Patricia Carbonaro
,
to postpone any action of Article 7 until such time as the District
Meeting reconvenes to vote on a total budget, including teachers'
salaries. The Moderator declared the voice vote to be in the
negative and the motion was defeated.
Judith Palmer amended the original motion to read as follows: That
the District raise and appropriate the sum of 1:2,280,175.00 for the
support of schools, for the salaries of School District officers and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
district. This would exlude sweepstakes revenue and kindergarten.
Mrs. Palmer reported that there will be a *5,000.00 deficit in the
1988-1987 budget due to unexpected high school tuitions and special
education costs. The motion was seconded by Richard Benjamin. The
Moderator declared the voice vote on the amendment to be in the
af f irmat ive
.
ARTICLE 8: A motion was made by Thomas Woodman and seconded by
Patricia Carbonaro that the next teachers' contract talks be
finalised prior to Budget Committee meetings to consider the school
budget, so that a complete budget can be considered. The Moderator
declared the voice vote to be in the negative and the motion was
defeated
.
A motion was made by Ruth VanHouten and seconded by Wanda McNamara
that any additional monies received from the State under the
category of New Hampshire Building Aid be returned to the taxpayers
to offset taxes. Motion and second were withdrawn.
Judith Palmer of the School Board offered four resolutions:
1. Resolved that the Chesterfield School Board offers sincere thanks
to those individuals who served this past year on the Building Use
Committee, Curriculum Committee, Kindergarten Committee, Library
Committee, Playground Committee, and Readiness Committee. The names
of committee people are many and we wish to have it posted where
everyone can see it as soon as possible. The resolution was accepted
in the form of applause.
2. Resolved that the Chesterfield School Board wishes to recognize
the faithful and tireless service of District Treasurer, Joan
O'Neil , now in her seventh year. Resolution was accepted in the form
of applause.
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3. Resolved ttie Chester-field School Board regret-fully recognizes thi
resignation o-f SAD #29 Assistant Superintendent of Business, David
Hill , who has been an astute financial planner and friend to our
District for the past eight and a half years and who played a key
role in our school addition planning and construction. A standing
ovation followed.
4. Resolved that the Chesterfield School Board offers appreciation
to Mary Maxwell who has served this school in many invaluable ways
in recent years as School Board Member for three years (1983-1986),
as school library volunteer and computer consultant, classroom
volunteer, home tutor, and Odyssey of the Mind coach for four years
Resolution was accepted in the form of applause.
Mr. Dust in moved and Phil Shaw seconded a motion that the meeting b
adjourned at 7:53 PM . Motion was declared by the Moderator to be
carried in the affirmative by a voice vote.
The official town checklist was used for the election of District
officials with 201 ballots cast at the ballot box and 2 absentee
bal 1 ots cast
.
School Board Member for 3 years:
Judith Palmer 132
Susan Bl oom Newcomer 69
Judith Palmer was declared elected School E<oard Member for 3 years
and took the oath of office from the Moderator.
Moderator for the ensuing year:
Terry L. Wiggin 176
Terry L. Wiggin was declared moderator and took the oath of office
from the cl erk
.
Clerk for the ensuing year;
Diana S . Al 1 en 178
Diana S. Allen was declared clerk and took the oath of office from
the Moderator on March 15th.
Treasurer for the year beginning July 1, 1989.
Joan M. ID' Neil 23 (write-in)
Joan M. O'Neil was declared treasurer and took the oath of office
from the Moderator.
Auditor for tlie ensuing year:
Clifford White 5 (write-in)
Clifford White was del ared auditor end declined the office. The
I
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School Board will appoint an auditor.
All who took the oath of o-ffice also signed the prescribed oath o-f
o-f -f ice
.
A True Record, Attest:
Robin C. Hoi ton , Acting Clerk
Chester-field School District
CHESTERFIELD SCHOOL DISTRICT
ADDITION TO SCHOOL DISTRICT MINUTES
MARCH 11 , 1989.
The -following was inadvertently omitted -from the District Minutes
and should be added to the last paragraph under Article 7:
The Moderator then called -for a vote on Article 7 as amended. The
Moderator declared the voice vote to be in the a-f -f irmat ive
.
A true record , Attest
:
Robin C. Hoi ton , Acting Clerk
Diana S. Allen, School District Clerk
Terry L. Uliggin, School District Moderator
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